Pro-con on UC sex ban, see page 2
A win’s a win for Spartan cagers, page 7
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Student Union board 0.K.s REC plans
By Mike Holm

Don Goodhue
. . . Rec Center architect

The Student Union Board of Governors
unanimously passed the first set of formal
building requirements Tuesday. for SJSU’s
controversial Recreation and Events Center.
The REC has been the object of complaints from some students because the number of facilities to be included in the center has
been shrinking since a proposal levying fees to
construct the REC passed two years ago. A
proposed rock climbing wall, golf driving
cage, ski slope and some seating capacity
have been eliminated because of budget and
space constraints.
Student fees for the REC will rise from $IO
per semester, to $40 in August 1984.
The guidelines, developed by the board’s
REC committee, will allow project architects
to "flesh out" calculations for building size
and specifications, according to Don Goodhue
of Hall, Goodhue, Haisley and Barker, the
REC architects. It will also allow the ar-

chitects to clear the way for the drawing 01
blueprints next spring. Goodhue said he expects to have working drawings of the center
in March or April of next year.
The recommendations of the board are:
7,500 seats for the arena portion of the REC,
with space for an additional 1,000 for concerts
and other non-sports events. Five thousand of
the seats are to be theater-style, the remainder will be bleachers.
...The center will contain a total of 142,000
square feet, 111,000 of which will be devoted to
the arena, and 31,000 to recreational facilities.
...The arena will be designed to handle all
types of events except ice shows, rodeos, circuses and indoor soccer.
REC will contain 10 racquetball courts,
a 6,000 square foot weight room and a 3,000-4,000 square foot activities room.
An aquatics center will be included in the
architect’s plans, despite the lack of money to

Grievance committee discards
testimony for embattled prof
By Karen Woods
The university will present its side in the faculty
grievance case of Assoc. Prof. Barbara Christensen tomorrow.
Christensen is fighting a dismissal notice from President Gail Fullerton that would be effective next semester. The dismissal came about because the textile technology classes she was teaching were cut from next
semester’s schedule.
The hearing will be held at 10:30 a.m. in Adminstration Building 167.
The university originally was scheduled to start its
presentation Monday, but Prof. Charles Larsen. Chris-

build it.
The recommendations drew fire from
some of those at the meeting.
Larry Dougherty, Associated Students
vice president, asked the board to scrap the
committee’s five recommendations because
they were not in line with the desires or expectations of the students.
Among Dougherty’s objections were the
seating ratio, which allows for fewer theaterstyle seats than originally proposed and a reduction in the total number of seats.
Original proposals for the REC allowed
for 8,500 to 10,000 seats.
Dougherty also objected to planning the
aquatics center without providing for its construction and the board’s consideration of renovating the Women’s Gym on Seventh street
for use as part of the center.
"I’d like to scrap the whole thing," Dougherty said, adding that he thinks the students
were misled in a referendum on the center two

sears ago
SJSU Athletic Director Dave Adams is
also concerned about the number of seats in
the arena. Adams wrote a letter to the board in
which he said 8,500 was the minimum number
of seats the arena ought to have for the univeristy basketball program.
The issue is not "totally dead" Adams said
later in a phone interview. The number of
seats for Spartan basketball games may yet
rise, he said.
Adams is happy about the arena despite
the lower number of seats.
"Anything we get is going to be an improvement on what we have now," he said.
The team currently plays in the 2,600-seat
Civic Auditorium, and its small size prevents
the Spartans from drawing top teams.
Board member Ted Gehrke said 8,500
seats were "ideal" for marketing the arena

continued on back page

Tiny baubles

tensen’s representative, had additional evidence to present.
Larsen is from the Math and Computer Science Department.
He had tried to call a witness, Marketing Prof. Ross
Lanser, but the grievance committee ruled that his testimony would not be relevant after an objection from the
university representatives.
The campus representatives are Lela Noble, associate academic vice president of faculty affairs and Sybil
Weir, associate dean of faculty affairs.

continued on back page

John Bunzel named to civil rights post
By Warren Bates
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Former SJSU president John H. Bunzel was appointed by President Reagan Tuesday to serve on the
U.S. Commission of Civil Rights. Bunzel, one of four
appointees, was nominated for the position by Reagan
early this year.
The author of three books, Bunzel served as SJSU’s
president from 1970 through 1978 before he accepted the
position of Senior Researcher at Stanford’s Hoover Institution. Bunzel would not comment on his appointment. "I
have nothing to say at this time," he said.
Jim Noah, Public Relations professor, who worked

John Bunzel
. . . former SJSU president

closely with Bunzel as SJSU’s public relations director,
said he was "surprised" that Reagan had appointed Bunzel.
"When he (Bunzel) was president and Reagan was
governor, they had some disagreements on things like
budgeting," Noah said.
Bunzel’s term as SJSU’s president was not without
its controversies. Noah said Bunzel was a supporter of
Affirmative Action but his critcism of the quota system it
employed gained him a national reputation.
In the fall of 1977, the Student Council asked for his
resignation because of the problem of off-campus parking which they said Bunzel had not solved. The Board of
Trustees and the Chancellor, however, supported Bunzel.
"He always speaks his mind," Noah said. "I don’t
know if that’s a good policy in the current administration
or not."
During his administration Bunzel originally proposed the ongoing effort to establish a "university zone"
to halt the deterioration of the downtown neighborhood
He was also responsible for establishing a separate
School of Social Sciences (previously it was part of the
School of Humanities and Arts), and was a major proponent of the solar-powered Clark Library.
Bunzel was also a supporter of the expansion of Spartan Stadium to 30,000 seats, a project that is still in limbo.
Other Reagan appointments to the commission include Clarence Pendelton Jr. (the commission’s former
chairman), Morris B. Abram, former president of Brandeis University, and Esther Gonzalez-Arroyo Buckley, a
Texas high school teacher.

Liza Murphy

Angelica Vasquez tries to choose a pair of
earrings at one of the booths in the Stu-

dent Union. Many other gifts are being
sold at this week’s Christmas Faire.

Education reform bill will not change much at SJSU
By Luther Mitchell
A bill passed by the state legislature during the
summer requiring more job training in order to receive
a teaching credential will be a "hodgepodge" unless the
legislature defines it more clearly, according to Alice
Scofield, SJSU’s secondary education chairman.
Scofield said the bill will affect everyone that completed a credential and never wanted to go back to
school.
Teachers will have to renew their credential every
five years showing that they have put in 150 hours of
professional teaching) work.
"1 don’t see how anyone could help supporting it,"
Scofield said. "I don’t think there are any teachers who
haven’t done much more that 150 hours in five years."
She said she doesn’t think the bill will make a difference in UC and CSU schools. She said new admissions standards for public universities have already
been set to determine what students have had.
Senate Bill 813 creates a new pilot project to experiment with programs designed to improve the efficiency
of school district operations; improve on-the-job training of new personnel by permanent personnel, and improve the methods by which personnel are evaluated by

t heir superiors and the importance of these evalua(ions.
One difference is that the new law states that even
if teachers have completed their education, they can’t
be given a clear credential until they have taught two
years. Originally, a preliminary credential allowed teachers to teach until they have completed 30 units, after
which they were eligible for a clear credential.
Scofield said she doesn’t know if teachers like or
dislike the idea of SB 813. She said most large districts
have always insisted that teachers complete at least six
hours of college work every three years, which would
be more than the 150 hours.
Scofield said a teacher training bill regarding high
school will effect the schools in two ways: (1) sophomore counseling will be offered and (2) seniors will
have to attend classes.
"It means a senior might have stricter graduation
requirements. However, most districts have stronger
discipline requirements that model the curriculum,"
Scofield said.
Scofield said that there has been consideration for
an honors program for high schools. The program pro-

vides fiscal incentives for increased student achievement. It primarily effects high school seniors. The test
must be prepared by March 15, 1985 and adopt rules and
regulations for administration.
She said it was an issue that was written into the
bill, but nothing has been done about it. Scofield said
the honors program regards a Golden State Test that
California State School Superintendent of Public Instruction Bill Honig wants to install.
Scofield said the bill won’t effect existing provisions of the Education Code that establishes various
student financial aid programs. The pilot projects
would allow applicants to waive sections of the code,
previously exempted from existing waiver authority.
dealing with certified staff, discipline, and lay-offs. The
bill is unfunded with any potential state funding limited
to "marginal" costs of the project.
Any districts who are interested must develop and
submit an application to the State Superintendent of
Public Instruction if they wish to participate in this
program
’
Sfl 813 evolved from the concern about low test
scores that circulated after the Educational Testing

Service of Princeton, New Jersey. Congress had hearings on the quality of education after public concern
increased. For example, ETS statistics showed where
reading scores in the U.S. were declining and that reports saying students in California didn’t do as well in
math as students in Japan did.
Other recent comparisons, including those cited bN
President Reagan’s National Commission on Excellence in Education, were based on 1965 tests.
Research also showed where California Assessment Program scores among the state’s high school
seniors have decline. Research conducted by various
commissions, such as the NCEE suggested that students must have completed a particular number of
hours of classroom time by graduation.
Research done in schools revealed kids were not
using their school time wisely. Presently, future teachers and students seeking careers in the teaching field
are required to attend school for a fifth year, which is
the major proportion of SJSU’s education students.
They then receive a clear teaching credential, which’
means they have completed 30 units beyond their bachelors degree.
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EDITORIAL

Reagan’s senseless Census bill
The U.S. Census Bureau, which conducts
the national census every 10 years and in
between does hundreds of specialized surveys on such subjects as unemployment and
crime, is one of the government’s central
repositories of information about individuals.
In early November, the Reagan administration drafted a plan for legislation that
would require the bureau to share the personal information it collects about the American people with a number of government
agencies.
Officials contended sharing the information would improve government efficiency
by reducing the cost of making surveys and
eliminating overlapping studies by different
agencies.
One provision of the plan authorized the
sharing of information among certain major
statistical agencies. Data collected by the
Census Bureau and the Bureau of Labor Statistics, for example, would be designated as
"protected statistical files" that could then
be used by any agency declared to be a "statistical center."
In late November, after "careful consideration," the decision was made at the White

by Berke Breathed
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House level to abandon all plans for any such
legislation. "We in the Reagan administration are very cognizant of the public’s right
to privacy," one official said.
These so-called plans should never have
gone as far as they did. Sharing information,
especially that which concerns private citizens, increases the risk of it being misused
which history has proven.
During World War I, individual census
files were used to track down draft resistors.
At the start of World War II, a special tabulation showing the number of Japanese-Americans living in each census tract on the West
Coast was used by the Army to incarcerate
112,000 Japanese-Americans.
An additional problem that might arise
from information sharing is the decline of
voluntary cooperation by Americans. Any
change in law could greatly increase the relatively small number of Americans who refuse to fill out their census forms or to pay
their taxes.
Hopefully, this idea of information sharing has been abandoned for good. The "Big
Brother" approach to efficiency is completely unnecessary. Protection surrounding
Census Bureau information must not be
weakened.
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The University of California academic senate’s
recent vote passing a resolution, stating that romantic
relations between faculty members and their students
is a serious breach of professional conduct, accurately
summarizes the dangers involved in such a
relationship.
The measure was approved by the academic senate because the majority of its members correctly
realized that too many questions and suspicions arise
from faculty -student romances that damage the integrity of the two principles and the entire faculty and
university in general.
"A faculty member who initiates with a current
student a personal relationship with romantic or sexual implications or intentions, or acquiesces in such a
relationship initiated by a current student, can seriously compromise the student-teacher relationship,"
the resolution stated.
Although the resolution carries no penalties for
those who don’t follow it, its ethical standard should
nevertheless be adhered to by faculty and students.
Any student -faculty romantic relationship can easily
lead to charges and countercharges of sexual harassment and unfair grading.
It is important to note that the resolution only applies to students currently enrolled in the instructor’s
class. Any relationship between an instructor and a
student before or after they are in the same class is
permitted, because the question of unfair grading is
not a factor.
Once a relationship is started with a current student, however, the instructor can no longer judge the
work of the student with complete objectivity. Moreover, the academic environment is ruined because no
other members of the class have any reason to believe
that their work will be analyzed with the objectivity it
deserves.
If student A is receiving a higher grade in the class
than student B, who is seeing the instructor, and student B’s final grade passes student A’s, there could
easily be cries of unfair and subjective grading. Any
student who ends a romantic relationship with a member of the faculty could cite that as a reason for receiving a low grade in the course, and file a grievance
against the instructor. The grievance committee may
not rule in the student’s favor, but the publicity and
questions raised from the issue will damage both the
instructor’s and university’s reputation. Furthermore,
any student who files a grievance has to go through a
long drawn-out process that can be very frustrating at
nines.
The UC academic senate has invited the faculty
committee that wrote the resolution to consider sub-
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mitting a request to have the resolution put into the
faculty ethics code. This move would penalize those
who do not abide by the resolution’s guidelines. Enforcing such a resolution against student-faculty romantic relationships would be extremely difficult and
there might be too many unreliable allegations and
innuendo involved.
But it is the allegations and suspicions that will
Inevitably surface from such a relationship, that make
the resolution passed by the UC academic senate necessary. Asking a member of the faculty to conduct his
or herself in a professional manner is not an unrealistic demand for a university to make. Once the instructor fails to do this, he or she loses the respect of both
colleagues and students alike.
Because the resolution only applies to current students in a faculty member’s class, following its
guidelines should not be difficult. If a student is having
a relationship with an instructor, but is not enrolled in
that instructor’s course, simply not enrolling in any of
that instructor’s future courses would ensure that the
resolution’s guidelines are followed.
Any faculty member, however, who begins to develop romantic feelings toward a student enrolled in
his or her class would have to decide not to see the
student in order to ensure that all of his or her students’ work is graded with an equal amount of objectivity.
who
claim
that
student-faculty
People
relationships occur only very rarely and therefore are
not a problem, are deceiving themselves. Members of
the faculty committee that wrote the resolution obviously believe that there is a problem, One faculty
member of UC-Davis told the committee that the problem is definitely not rare. A professor from UC-Santa
Barbara said a few faculty members frequently carry
on such relationships.
It should be clear to those in the academic environment that student and faculty romance destroys the
objective, professional relationship that should exist.
Too much damage results when the relationship is
broken, whether it’s in the form of a loss of respect for
the people involved, suspicions among students that
one of them is getting special treatment or charges of
unfair and subjective grading.
The resolution passed by the UC academic senate
recognizes the problems of student-faculty romance
and its guidelines are certainly not unreasonable. If
the student and instructor have education as their primary concern, as they should, then this problem will
go away and everyone involved will be assured that
their academic work will be graded fairly. If it persists, however, students will be doubting the grading
process and wondering what they have to do to receive
an A.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
wishes to become another Berkeley Gazette, but I don’t
Reader says Daily offers
see any reason why the editor and staff should use our
newspaper as a vehicle for their political beliefs.
candy-coated commentary
The Daily blatantly displays an array of anti -ReaEditor
The Spartan Daily seems to be entering a medium
they are totally unqualified for national news.
Appearing everyday in our lowly college newspaper
are articles on national events written with the mentality of a slightly used handball. If one is able to get pail
the romper-room rhetoric and candy coated commentary, they’ll be just in time to feast themselves on classic amateur journalism.
I realize the Daily wants very much to be a grownup newspaper and I do sympathize with the Daily’s

The passionate debate over
the classroom romance ban

’The instructor can no longer judge the work of the
student with complete objectivity’
By Jeff Barbosa
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gan cartoons along with scores of garbage editorials
attacking the administrations policies. While you’re at it
guys, how about a plug for Alan Cranston. Don’t be in a
hurry. Soon you guys will graduate and then you can rub,
elbows with the grown-ups. Then you can push your
politics into everyone’s faces.
For now, stick to a story on the History club or an indepth report on the chess team’s success in Gilroy.
Eric Shuster
Industrial Management
junior

con

’The committee has now profligated the taxpayers’
money with milk toast legislation’
By Warren Bates
It was referred to as a triumph of ethics over Eros,
but the latest ruling by the UC Academic Senate to ban
romantic relationships between students and teachers
is a lesson in futility.
The Senate’s contention that such in-class
relationships compromise professional standards may
or may not be arguable. What is arguable, though, is
how the committee plans to determine and enforce a
policy that will supposedly eliminate "compromising
situations" when those situations are based on intangibles.
In attempting to deal with "fairness in grading
and other academic matters," the committee has now
profligated the taxpayers’ money with milk-toast legislation, that if ever enforced, would only lend itself to
drawn out appeals processes processes which once
started, become more cloudy and expensive as time
goes on.
Love, romance, the sexual degree of a
relationship, how it affects one’s sense of fairness and
even jealousy are the mechanisms with which the
committee has to deal. Mechanisms that interminably
leave more questions than answers.
A more typical complaint schools would be dealing
with would involve a student who is upset over a grade
he or she received for doing the same work as another
student who was romantically involved with an instructor and who received a higher grade.
The variables are endless. How did the romance
influence the grade? What was the effect on other students in class? Is the teacher responsible in a situation
that involves adults?
And how about the motives of the complainant?
Are they altruistic or provoked by such things as revenge or jealousy?
Unsubstantiated stories have been known to arise
from gossip and often the reputation of an individual is
questioned even if the charges are proved to be unfounded.
Jealousy may be a less common occurrence, but
one must realize it is a factor that is sometimes veiled.
Scrutiny into these matters is often misleading and in
such a case the teacher would wind-up the loser.
The committee argues the ruling would leave instructors vulnerable to charges of sexual harrassment
and discrimination, an argument that seems to have
been installed as an afterthought and could ultimately
end up doing more harm than good.
Richard Abrams, a UC Berkeley professor, said
the ruling was a "logical extension" of university policy against sexual harrassment.
While the cause is righteous enough, it has been
taken out of context in this situation. The Senate ruling
specifies romantic relationships that are mutually

consented to between adults and not relationships
where a teacher is harrassing or infringing upon the
rights of a student.
Most individuals with at least marginal reasoning
power will agree bona -fide romantic relationships
have very little to do with sexual harrassment. It
seems a little instruction in semantics must be done.
Abrams argued further that "even one advance to
a student by an instructor can poison the environment." Granted in-class advances could have negative
effects on a classroom situation, but such advances
again border on the harrassment side and the wording
of Abrams’ argument fails to take into consideration
those teachers with the maturity to separate their love
life from their professional life.
Those who don’t have this maturity are going to
find ways to dodge the ruling anyway, making the
enforcement all the more frustrating. Schools certainly can’t hire sex detectives to determine the actions between teacher and student.
The question also must be raised if it is within the
school’s rights to be governing such personal matters
romantic affairs.
What the Senate is fundamentally saying is they
can’t trust adults’ sense of fairness, so rules must be
applied. It seems in this hierarchy of legislation, teachers have been relegated to a role akin to an eighth
grader subject to a locker search.
Only when trust is given can trust be proven. Our
court system operates on the principle that the guilty
are set free for the protection of the innocent, and
indistiguishable lines of what is or isn’t discriminatory
cannot decide such important matters as an instructors position and reputation.
About the only logical conclusion the Senate
reached during its hearing was that they could not
decide how to penalize offenders.
They deferred to the faculty committee, which
originally drafted this monument to confusion, consideration of a request that the recommendation be included in the faculty ethics code, which would include
penalties.
It isn’t diffucult to see that the senate is having a
hard time figuring out just what they’re doing.
UCLA professor Ray Redheffer was on the right
track when he told the San Jose Mercury the romance
resolution would do little more than raise suspicions
among the public as to what is happening on campus.
"We lose tither way. If we put it down, people will
think we’re saying sex with students is OK. If we vote
yes they’ll think it’s needed," Redheffer said
A no win situation needs a winning solution and the
only "means support the ends" way of dealing with the
issue is to enforce anti -sexual harrassment policies
and let the mature adults handle their own affairs.
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Christmas spirit: ’Tis the season to go shopping
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Craig Carter

The Christmas season is upon us again. It s the time
of the year again when television is bombarded by "season greetings" commercials and shopping malls are
packed with mad shoppers. It makes me wonder if this
is really a time for giving or just buying.
This is the most profitable time of the year for retailers and it makes me so mad to think that merchants
look at Christmas as a time to make millions instead of

Last call

lj

"I think I was a little harsh in that last column," I once iaid to our News Editor, Mike McGuire.
"It’s your pb to piss people off," he said.
Heh, heh. Tes, I guess it is. Or was.
This is thelast column I’ll write for the Spartan
Daily.
As I leavs the newsroom, with my evaluation
sheet securelr pinned to my shirt, a great news
tradition dies (Not mine, NBC Overnight’s. NBC
just cancellec the great late-night news show because it lost tlem money. Well, I don’t want to write
columns in z world without Overnight, anyway.
Take that, ye corporate scum.)
My semeter-long tradition, such that it is, also
dies today, aid I’d like to go out with a bang.
I’ll try, tut all I’ve got today are Christmas
greetings.
If you’re Vended, bitch to McGuire:
Merry Ciristmas to the people who prayed for
me, and whomay still be praying for me, after I
lampooned Oat parody of a preacher Greg Ball. I’ll
go to hell witiout your help, thank you.
Merry Ciristmas to all the people who thought
the lesbian columns were pure fantasy. Admittedly,
a lot of whit I write doesn’t come from extended
research, bit it does come from my life. Someone
once told ne I live in a Peter Seller’s movie, and
maybe thee columns reflect that. Anyway. Nancy
is all too nal, although she’d probably like to be a
fantasy sonetimes, as then she wouldn’t have to get
up so earl every morning and go to work.
Mem! Christmas to all the people who asked
me, "Whee do you get the ideas for your column?"
Answer: Little green men visit my room late at
night to catch David Letterman with me. Reception, apparantly, is bad on Mars. They give me
ideas chring commercials. Where do you people
think I wt them?
Mery Christmas to Kuni Capps. This woman,
God bles her, saves my columns. She showed me
the scripbook. The columns were neatly arranged
in row;
and at least half of them were Diane
Murply’s columns. "Oh, you like Diane, too?" I
asked "Who? . . ." she said, and put her hand over
her miuth, "oh n000 . . . ."
1Verry Christmas to Natalie Sibert, and anybody else who asked to be in one of my columns. I
love !a. Ho ho ho.
Nerry Christmas to the woman who told me
"Low Hurts" (the break up column) was stupid. I
put nore time and grief into that one than all the
others. "I wanted to be entertained," she said.
Merry Christmas to the "pudgy" one. You
knov who you are, and so do your friends.
Merry Christmas to the Assorted Stooges, and
anpody else who was instrumental in not giving
the Spartan Daily the money it was supposed to get.
Who cares if you ignored a student initiative to do
so? ; its Christmas.
Merry Christmas to all those who have hated
what I write, and told me so quite explicitly. I’d add
a Happy New Year to all who have accused me of
being anit-Christian, racist, anti -Greek (who,
me?), sex-drenched and shallow. Just do us all a
favor and don’t have children.
And finally, Merry Christmas to anyone who
ever took the time to read this column. I hope you
were entertained.
BANG.
Craig Carter is no longer the Daily’s feature
editor and his column will never again appear on
Mondays and Thursdays. Fe is quite relieved.

focusing on the holiday itself. People make me even
angrier though because they go out and spend hundreds
of dollars on the most silly gifts I’ve ever heard of.
I can’t believe some of the things that are in department stores today. Just the other day I saw a pair of
"mink" booties for babies that cost almost a hundred
dollars. Now tell me, who ever heard of buying such an
elaborate gift for a loud-mouth baby who would probably just spit up all over them?

Some of the toys for children on the market today
are also unbelievable.
For example, whoever heard of a "Cabbage Patch"
doll? Not too many people did until a few weeks ago.
Just because it’s Christmas, people are actually fighting
and stealing for a chance to get a hold of this stupidlooking doll with puckered lips.
Whatever children want for Christmas, parents will
go to almost any length to try to make them happy. It’s
sad. Children are growing up with these materialistic
ideas instead of knowing what the true meaning of
Christmas is all about.
The idea of Santa Claus has been taken to such an
extreme that children have begun to associate the holiday with receiving rather than giving.
Children, however, aren’t the only victims of
"Christmas-gift-itis." Adults also have quite an amount
of frivolous gifts thrown at them.
What do you get the man who has everythlag? A
pair of streamlined, chrome-plated dumbbells, of
course. Weighing only up to 33 lbs., yet costing over a
hundred dollars per set, this immaculate exercise
equipment can be purchased just in time for Christmas.
If this isn’t the answer, try buying him his own
pocket television that forms a picture by liquid crystals
instead of a picture tube. This will finally give him the
chance to carry around Johnny Carson in the seat of his
pants.
Buying gifts for women, on the other hand, is much
easier. Just buy her a mink coat or diamonds and I’m

sure she won’t complain
The things that people buy for Christmas gifts really
amaze me. Even though it is more "blessed to give than
to receive," there is certainly more to give than just
toys that break the next day or expensive presents that
really don’t mean a darn thing.
Christmas is the most joyous day in hist-Ty. It’s a
day to give food to the poor, clothes to the needy, and
most of all, love to the broken-hearted. The whole idea of
giving did not originate from penny-pinching merchants
who are out to make a fast buck. It all started with God
who "gave" this world his only son Jesus Christ.
Without Christ there wouldn’t be any holiday. And
no gift could be greater than the love of Jesus Christ
which really makes a person happy and doesn’t cost one
cent. We should celebrate His birthday by giving from
our hearts.
Materialism has taken people’s minds away from
the real meaning of the holiday, but the truth is, you
can’t truly enjoy it unless you put "Christ" back into
Christmas and leave the unecessary shopping to those
who have the money to waste.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
IFC coverage
outstanding
Editor:

We would like to thank
Eric Hermstad for his fantastic coverage of the
Council
Inter-Fraternity
meetings this past semester. In the past, the
relationship between the
Daily and fraternities has
been less than amicable.
Hermstad was able to
bring to light the true spirit
of fraternity life. His honest, fair and accurate coverage illustrated the true
professionalism of reporting. It makers us proud to
know that in a world of sensationalism and exploitation, journalism is upheld
in the coverage of InterFraternity Council meetings.
Michael A. Schneider
I.F.C. President

Accounting
senior

Noise cause of
poor health

taking off, heavy construction work, or boiler rooms
has been known to cause
color perception to become
distorted, night vision to diminish, and a narrowing of
the field of vision. Lengthy
exposure to noise has a distinct relationship with
heart disease, cardiovascular dysfunction and gastronomical disorders.
Exposure to noise can

cause nausea, an increase
in diastolic pressure, anxiety, changes in person’s
mood and can reduce sexual drive. Rats exposed to
loud noise such as rock
music for long periods of
time became sterile.

tional stress has been
known to make normal
people with normal problems neurotic or even psychotic.
I hope this brief bit of information makes at least one
person more aware of the
problem
Timothy M. Viliarica
Administration of Justice
junior

Loud noise also creates
emotional stress. If the
noise is continual, so is the
stress. Continual emo-

oUND THE CORNER.
a clinic to help you with many of your health care needs:
WOMEN

family planning abortion pregnancy tests counseling
routine checks infertility sterilization pre-natal care*
MEN vasectomies counseling reproductive health care
ANYONE outpatient family medicine self-development counseling and classes

E-4

SLIDING FEE SCALE FOR SERVICES
CONFIDENTIAL
Free 2 Minute Pregnancy Tests for S.J.S.U. Students
During Fall Semester With This Ad

WOMEN’S COMMUNITY CLINIC, INC.
696 E. Santa Clara Street
(corner of South 15th)
San Jose, CA 95112
(408)287-4090
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Editor:

Recently I have been
studying the effects of
noise pollution on humans,
and I felt it would be worthwhile to tell people about
some of these -effects. For a
long time people have considered noise an annoyance. Now it has become
a danger. Noise is reaching
levels which cause hearing
loss, mental sickness and
physical harm. It may well
be a slow agent of death
because it contributes to
hypertension and high
blood presuure, a major
killer in modern society.
Loud noise from jets
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DR. BILL VAINER

Complete
Family
Dentistry
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THE HOSIERY SAVINGS OF THE YEAR! ! !
ides
now is the time to stock fro, Ate you tired ot buying top quality pantyhose ai shy high prices, Now Wu Can get IM same quality
comfort and good looks at amazingly low introductory prices Tamale is offering you some of the finest quality hosier, available These pantyhose
and knee high Wyk., are the fastest selling items and aro made by one of America’s Wading hosiery mills SAVE UP TO 305 when Ms buy
pantyhose No as tette MS 5115 per pair and knee highs to, as little., 550 Per Mir
Stop those last minute deSIMS to the store This may be your only opportunity to receive beautifully elegant pantyhose at Mese fames without
ever leaving your home In todws economy every penny counts to send in your order today and Start Saving and have plenty On hand toy iltVerv
otcasioni We put thiS 01/110.1her worth use in mind and proudty my ’ SATISFACTION GUARANTEED"

ADESCRIPTION
(Packed 3 pair per style per cOlOr)
r1) 12 Pair Regular Pantyhose

SELL US YOUR BOOKS!
a

ROBERTS
BOOKSTORE&
ART SUPPLY
330 south tenth street at san carlos

san jose, ca.

95112

288-0930

3 Pair/Color

Circle
Pantyhose
Sire

Circle
Colors

(s)

SNC

$1380

A

8

SNC

13 80

SNC

660

14) Combo Special at 3 Pair
Regular and 6 Pair Knee Highs

A

B

S

N

C

825

(5) Combo Special 12 3 Pair
Sheer to Waist and 6 Pair
Knee Highs

A

B

S

N

C

825

21

12 Pair Sheer to Waist Pantyhose

3)

12 Pair Comfort Top Knee Highs

A

SEE OTHER

4009000000600020000020020001.

SIDE FOR SIZING CHART

Name.

Colorts)
’
Suntan
Nude
Coffee

Address _
City/State

(-7 Check
-go MINIM

I/Sets
Desired

Zip
Or money order enclosed

MAIL TO:
TAMALA WORLD TRADERS
P.O. BOX 188
ANDALUSIA, AL 36420

Total

_

Local Taxes

$37), each v. ’purchase of pantyhose
(6) "Your Pantyhose Hanger$500 each if purchased separately
Please add extra $I for postage & handling as this item is shipped separately)
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Billing
Price

Postage Handling
Total Enclosed

$
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Black student organization emphasizes cultural base
Cole said the residence hall directors reacted posiy Luther Mitchell
by
Black SJSU dormitory residents now have an orgaui- tively to BIC’s stated objectives, saying they should be
tion designed to meet their needs. Blacks In Contact considered by other dorm organizations, such as the
’as established by black residence hall advisers ( RA i , Inner Dorm Association.
BIC will keep the dorm community abreast of outside
orm students and residence hall directors for the purand inside events during the spring semester with an
poseof creating a support group for the black RA.
The organization was designed to assist black RAs agenda of BIC activities.
Cole received word last Friday that BIC was officially
nth their particular problems. The title Blacks In Conct originated from the organization’s objective to recognized as a campus organization, meaning BIC will
be able to publicize dorm lifestyle to the campus commu, ranch out to all dorm residents.
:
BIC president Lisa Cole said that 10 black RAs pres- nity at large.
BIC will hold a "Jazz Smoker Party" tonight from 8
, ently work in the SJSU housing department. One occupies
each of the six brick dorms, while five are situated in p.m. to 10 p.m. in Moulder Hall. Students who would like
to meet the BIC officers are invited to attend. Joe Bass,
West Hall.
Cole, a 21 -year-old public relations major, said that Traffic Director for San Jose and a member of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
the rapport among the black RAs this fall has been good.
"I feel that BIC is going to be a success because the will speak at the gathering, along with others, to give
black RAs are a very tight and cohesive group," Cole possible directions BIC can go, and to pledge support for
said. "We’re not separatists from the other RAs in gen- the organization. Cole said.
BIC wants to be a cultural, rather than a social orgaeral, but we feel that with our closeness we can reach out
to others and bring in those who are having difficulty nization.
"I feel that there are too many so called "social"
adjusting to the residence hall community."

organizations on this campus. You need something that is
going to provide you with a learning experience and possible future contacts. I think BIC can do that, as well as give
a person-to-person contact network."
BIC would like to provide mentor and role model
programs by bringing in business professionals and getting them to speak about their occupations.
Conducting in-house counseling for students, finding
students who are interested in becoming R.A.s, and establishing more dorm representation on the Associated Students board are some more of BIA’s goals.
RAs aren’t selected on the basis of color. Selection is
determined on how well they can do the job, according to
Cole.
Cole said BIC is not worried about how many Black
RAs will replace those that leave.
"We’re seeking to start an organization that can be
continued throughout the years by not only blacks, but by
whites, Hispanics, and whoever is interested," Cole said.
"We feel we have a solid base, and its something that
needs to be happening in the residence hall community."
The requirements for becoming a BIC are being cur-

rently enrolled at SJSU, paying a one dollar membership
fee, being a dorm resident, and having interest and enthusiasm about making the organizaten cork. Cole said.
4
BIC will have an advisory boird, primarily made up
of residence hall students. Cole K.id advisers are needd
to get the organization going. Br’s executive board is
presently operating the whole orga size tion.
To show how BIC’s executin e board wants to make
the organization successful. Cole said BIC members have
contributed $10 each. She said BIC tas established its own
account at the A.S. board.
"To me that shows that already as a group we have
dedication and that we are willing to give up something in
order to see some progress in return," Cole said. "We
want to see a financial base grow, ant we’ve all contributed."
Cole said BIC’s executive board iicludes Vice President Natalie Dillard, Recorder Ron Rteves, financial director Greg Mack, public relations drector Wendy Elvord, events directors Cheryl Green and Tracy Reid,
recruitment director Kelvin Davis. Join Riley, Moulder
Hall director, is the organization’s adviair.

lemonade vendor
Debaters hit a high note, Nine-year-old
donates profit to cancer patient
end semester with a bang
By Gail Taylor
The Northern California Forensics Association
Fall Championships, held at San Francisco State last
weekend, proved to be a successful tournament for the
SJSU Forensics team.
The team ended their semester of tournaments
with a bang. Out of 29 schools that competed, eight
members from SJSU managed to place in a variety of
events, with one member qualifying for nationals.
"I won by the skin of my teeth and I’m glad," said
Dee Lee, who placed second in expository speaking.
"This is my last year on the team and making it to the
nationals has been my goal."
Kelly Smith, president of the team, placed second
in "speech to entertain."
"I thought up my speech that day," Smith said. "I
was surprised that it turned out to be funny. It was
really exciting."
Smith also placed fourth in duet interpretation.
Other members who placed were: Carl Guardino,
third in extemporaneous and fourth in duet; Christine
Marquez, fourth in open poetry; David Lawrence,

fourth in extemporaneous; Rosanna Cardwell, first in
poetry; and Mona Kellum and Mike Biros who placed
second in duet interpretation.
Last weekend’s tournament was probably the
toughest of the five they have had this semester, Marquez said.
"I think we did very well this semester," coach
Melissa Kane said. "I saw a lot a improvement in
individuals."
This was Kane’s first semester coaching on the
team. She is a communications teacher and graduate
student.
"I enjoy working with the team because I think its
exciting, and I’m looking forward to next semester,"
she said.
Smith is also looking forward to next semester.
"We went through a lot of trials and tribulations as
a team, but we pulled through. Next semester we
should be stronger," Smith said. "San Francisco and
Berkeley were the schools who reigned at the last tournament, but next semester we’re out to get them."

LYNNWOOD, Wash. (AP)
When John Olsen
learned about a girl fighting cancer he pitched in as any
big-hearted businessman would
except he’s only 9
years old and the money came from his lemonade stand.
"I am saving my money for Disneyland but I want to
give you some of it," John wrote Belinda Falgout, 16, who
has spinal cancer.
"I’m going to sell more lemonade so I can give you
more money for your operation."
John learned about Belinda last summer from a television news story about efforts to raise $35,000 to remove
her tumor.
In just two weekends, Olsen and a friend earned 8150
selling juice and fruit to thirsty runners and cyclists along
a popular trail.
Some of the cash went to Belinda. and John and his
family got to Disneyland to boot.
Although living just 35 miles apart he in this Seattle
suburb and she east of Tacoma they had never met.
But on Monday night they got together for dinner
cooked by John and exchanged Christmas presents.
Johngave Belinda a collection of poems about friendship
entitled "You Are Always My Friend."
She gave him an adventure book, and a Rubik’s star.
Falgout had the surgery in New York in September
and for another month must go to Seattle five days a week
for radiation treatment and three times weekly for the-

Weekly editor seeks balanced books
By Eric Hermstad
The Independent Weekly will undergo one
major change next semester when Eric Lach
takes control of the paper.
Lach was elected editor-in-chief on November 21, but will serve as publisher instead.
"I’m embarrassed by that title, but it accurately describes my role with the Weekly,"
Lech said.
The editor (Janet Cassidy), will be a subposition, along with other positions like the
business manager, (Bill Klein), and the not -yet appointed advertising manager.
The Weekly needs someone to take care of
the whole paper, he said. Departing editor Michael J. Vaughn spent half of his time working
on finances, Lech said, and someone has to
think about the future of the paper. That’s the
reason for the organizational change.
In the past, advertising was sold when it
was needed, Lach said. "We have to start thinking about the Weekly as a real paper, a publication." Past editors did what the editors before
them did they put out a paper that people
would read, he said. Lech added that Vaughn
had his strong and weak points as editor.
"But he made the important decisions, that
can get us out of debt," he said."What he’s done
will help me a great deal."
"Our first concern is to continue to put out
the best paper we can, but we have to look at
the long run," he said. "We’re striving for financial stability and editorial vitality."
Among the changes Lach plans are to make
the Weekly more campus-oriented, including
more student-aimed advertising, and redesigning the paper’s graphics.
"I hope that the Weekly will have a great
deal of impact on students next semester
make students want to get involved. If people
don’t get involved or think we’re not campus
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’We’re finally
corning to grips with
financial reality’
- Eric Lach,

rapy in Puyallup. She hopes to be bad i at Rogers High
School in Puyallup in January.
Was Falgout nervous about the first meeting with her
young benefactor?
’
"I think it was more pre-nerves," str said. "After we
got there it was so smooth."

Buy

WE’RE
CELEBRATING

AVIA WEEK

Independent Weekly publisher

We’ve discovered the ultimate
basketball shoe that flexes where
you do and absorbs shock 25%
better than the leading six brands.
AVIA. We challenge you to test it.

it’s ever been, he said, "but our printer has
faith in us."
The Weekly was allocated 82,000 by the Associated Students special allocations committee, and Vaughn set that money aside for next
semester. Vaughn also submitted a request for
funding to Spartan Shops, which is considering
the proposal.
"The Weekly has not been paying for itself,
and it’s about time that it did," Lach said. We
need a certain amount of cash to improve our
position, like the Spartan Shops request, he
said.

Eric Lach
related, we’ve failed," he said.
"We’re not the primary campus news
source, but we put things together," he said.
"Editorially. I want to explain issues to the
students, and let them decide."
The Weekly’s financial problems, including
large back debts, are Lach’s main worry.
"We’re finally coming to grips with financial reality," he said. Their debt is larger than

"1 don’t think we’re asking for more than
we need," Lech said.
The key is advertising, he said. In the past,
the Weekly didn’t have much of an advertising
staff, but we’re going to build a "real" advertising staff for next semester, Lach said.
"I think I will leave the paper better than
when I got it," he said.
"The Weekly is not gobs ; to die, it’s too
important," Lach said. "It could go dormant
for awhile, but that’s severely unlikely."

Anglos twice as likely as
minorities to enter UCs
Black and Hispanic high
SACRAMENTO (AP)
school graduates were half as likely to enter the Univeras
Anglos, though minority
sity of California last year
enrollment at UC increased slightly, a state report said
Tuesday.
The study by the staff of the California Postsecondary
Education Commission also said blacks and Hispanics
were closer to parity at the California State University.
The report said blacks made up 7.8 percent of the
male high school graduates and 8.6 percent of the female
high school graduates in the state in 1981, while Hispanics
made up 15.7 percent for each sex.
At UC, blacks increased from 3.4 percent of the male
enrollment in the fall of 1981, 10 3.6 percent in the fall of
1982, but black females decreased from 6 to 5.9 percent.
Hispanic males increased from 6.7 to 7.1 percent, and
Hispanic females from 5.4 to 6.3 percent.
The comparable figures for Anglos were that males
made up 69.2 percent of the male high school graduates
and 68.2 percent of the males starting UC last year, while
females comprised 69.8 percent of the high school graduates and 67.8 percent of the new UC students.
At CSU, the report said, blacks comprised 5.4 percent
of the male enrollment and 8.9 percent of the female enrollment; Hispanics made up 11 percent of the male enrollment and 11.1 percent of the female enrollment, and
Anglos made up 69.3 percent of the male enrollment and
67.2 percent of the female enrollment.
The figures were reversed at the two-year community colleges, where blacks made up 10.9 percent of the
new male students and 11.5 percent of the new female
students and Hispanics made up 16 percent of each sex,
larger shares than each group had of the high school
graduates, the report said.
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INDIANAPOLIS (API
Strategies for boosting the
pay and performance of the nation’s teachers topped the
agenda yesterday for 2,300 educators, politicians and par? ants who jammed the Reagan administration’s National
Forum on Excellence in Education.
Florida Gov. Bob Graham, who pushed a tax hike
through his legislature last summer to pay for a master
teacher plan, an extended high school day and other reforms, was the leadoff speaker for the summit’s second
day.
Education Steretary T.H. Bell, in the opening address Tuesday night at the Indiana Convention Center,
appealed to state lawmakers and school board leaders to
press for master teacher plans.
He also urged teachers and their unions to accept the

Higher pay and performance urged
concept of providing higher pay for outstanding performance, saying, "If you can’t buy that, please come up
with some other workable plan because the single salary
schedule simply isn’t sufficient."
President Reagan will journey here today to speak at
the final session of the forum, which Bell said is intended
to give "the decision-makers of American education" a
chance to exchange ideas as they head into a period of
"massive reforms" next year in most states.
Bell urged every parent with school -age children to

make them study at home an hour a day, and he exhorted
state lawmakers "to reward excellence and discourage
mediocrity on the part of students, teachers, administrators, governing boards and institutions at all levels."
The conference drew eight governors, 10 members of
Congress, 30 chief state school superintendents, more
than 150 state legislators, 395 school board members, 60
college presidents and 395 teachers, principals and other
school personnel, according to Gary L. Jones, the undersecretary of Bell’s department, which originally had ex -

peeled only 1,200 people to attend.
Mary Hatwood Futrell, president of the 1.6 millionmember National Education Association, told reporters
after Bell’s speech. "I don’t disagree that there is a need
for change in education."
But she criticized Bell’s suggestion that states tie new
money for education to adoption of particular reforms,
saying, "you’re holding the children hostage when you do
that."
She also took issue with Bell’s advocacy of "a career
ladder" for teachers leading to the post of "master" teacher comparable to a college’s full professor.
"What does he really mean by ’career ladder"? . .
They went from merit pay to master teacher plan to career ladder," she said.
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Researchers will test
astronauts on return
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE
.(AP)
Columbia’s return to earth
, today after the premier 10-day flight of
Spacelab I brought just a pause in the
experiment-packed schedule of the
space shuttle’s astronaut-scientists.
The rescheduling of Columbia’s
landing on the dry lake bed from yesterday to today added an extra day of
research and sight-seeing to a schedule
that will subject the Spacelab crew to
seven days of ground tests with no time
for public cheers.
Experiments to investigate space
sickness, examine the body’s adaptation to space flight and readjustment to
gravity required that tests begin as
soon as possible after landing to capture data that is lost as the astronauts
readapt to gravity.
The four specialists Owen K.
Garriott, Robert Parker, Byron K.
Lichtenberg, and West German scientist Ulf Merbold
meanwhile, were
slated to be rushed from the orbiter to a
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dispensery for examination, blood sampling, family greetings and then, on
gurneys, to the testing facility.
Immediate measurement of physiological change before the astronauts
readjust to gravity was important
enough that scientists initially considered removing the specialists from the
shuttle on stretchers, said Nancy Lovato, spokeswoman at NASA’s AmesDryden Flight Research Center here.
That plan was discarded because it
proved infeasible, she said.
However, the Baseline Data Collection Facility, where the life sciences
experiments take place, was put in a
building at the edge of the lakebed landing strip. "It is critical that this facility
be located near the landing site, since
many of the physiological changes associated with space flight are rapidly
reversible, once the crewmen return to
Earth, and post-flight testing must
begin as soon as possible after landing," the space agency said.

Holidays may bring
good cheer for business
(AP) A research group says consumer confidence rose in November to the
highest pre-Christmas level in five years,
and an official predicted the nation’s retailers will have their best holiday season.
Also Monday, the major U.S. auto
manufacturers reported that new car
sales advanced sharply in the final 10 days
of November, prolonging the industry’s
comeback.
In New York, the Conference Board
said its consumer confidence index rose
almost four points from 85.7 in October to
89.4 in November, the highest preChristmas reading in five years. The
board’s research is sponsored by business
interests.
The survey covers 5,000 households
throughout the country, and is conducted
monthly for the Conference Board by NFO
Research Inc. of Toledo, Ohio.
"Given the level of consumer confidence and the recent gains in consumer
income, this Christmas promises to be the
best ever for the nation’s retailers," said
Fabian Linden, executive director of the
board’s Consumer Research Center.
The board said its buying plans index

PRESENTS: FROM YOSEMITE

THE GENERIC BAND

dipped in November, but while plans to
buy homes and durable goods have edged
somewhat lower, "they still remain substantially higher than a year ago."
In Detroit, the major auto companies
said new car sales in the final 10 days of
November surged 18.7 percent ahead of
last year’s period.
In other developments Monday:
Standard & Poor’s Corp. said its annual consumer cost survey showed that
beer prices are expected to increase 4 percent to 5 percent in 1984. It also said a
decade-long climb in the price of movie
tickets will continue, toys will be 3 percent
to 4 percent more expensive, the cost of
lodging will be up about 5 percent and
boaters will have to pay 3 percent to 8
percent more for marine motors.
The value of the dollar set records in
foreign exchange trading against the British pound, French franc and Italian lira. It
reached a 10-year high against the Dutch
guilder and flirted with a 9,/ -year high
against the West German mark. Currency
analysts cited increased tensions in Lebanon and perceptions among traders that
interest rates are unlikely to soon drop.
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and announce certain decisions on monetary
policy as soon as they are made.
But Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker, responding to questions earlier in the
week about the report, said, "You won’t get
better policy by conducting (monetary policy)
in a goldfish bowl."
The board’s policy-makers the Federal
Open Market Committee meet about eight
times a year. The minutes of the meetings
aren’t made public until about six weeks later,
after the next meeting. The panel consists of
the seven governors of the Federal Reserve
Board and the presidents of five of the 12 regional Federal Reserve Banks.
In those sessions, the Open Market Committee decides how to control the supply of
money and credit to the banking system, which
indirectly affects the level of interest rates. The
policy-makers have been maintaining a modest
level of restraint on the money supply in an
effort to keep inflation under control.
The study said it wants the policy-makers
to announce their intermediate targets for the
growth in the money supply "when it makes
those decisions." It also called for releasing
verbatim transcripts of all policy-making

China considers patent law,
tries to attract U.S. high tech
SANTA CLARA (API A Chinese attorney who served as chief defense lawyer
ior the "Gang of Four" in 1979 told electronics industry executives Tuesday that the
door to increased trade with China is opening wider with government consideration
of a patent law to cover foreign high-technology imports.
, The standing committee of the National People’s Congress, China’s nominal
aegislature, discussed the patent law about
:to days ago and is expeeted to act on it
:Soon, said Rong-Jie Ma, now special cow, -nel at a San Francisco law firm.
"It is a very important law" for trade
relations, he said.
The head of China’s new patent office
in Peking has said in the People’s Daily
that the proposed law should assure foreign businesses that their inventions won’t
be copied if they come to China.

Huang Kunyi recently wrote that the
law should make foreign businesses willing to sell China the most advanced technology and equipment at reasonable
prices without worrying that if "one company imports it, a hundred companies
share it."
Currently, foreign companies doing
business with the Chinese must rely on
clauses within individual contracts for
product protection.
Ma, 50, told about 100 executives at an
American Electronics Association luncheon that China’s exports totaled $23 billion in 1982, more than the $20 billion in
imports that year, reflecting a trade balance that emphasizes exports.
The Reagan administration recently
unveiled the specifics of its liberalized
technology export rules concerning trade
with China.

Women’s programs ignored,

reveals TV Guide survey
’

RADNOR, Pa. (API Women surveyed for TV Guide split evenly on
whether there is too much sports programming on television, and a majority
said TV doesn’t devote enough time to the
problems of rape, widowhood and equal
pay.
Overall, the women said they watch
television primarily to be entertained, although news programs were rated the
most popular. They singled out movies,
comedies and soaps as their favorite non news programs.
In the nationwide survey of 1,000
women done for TV Guide magazine by
Opinion Research Corp., the respondents
also indicated that "women’s shows" are
the least preferred.
Nearly half the women said that gen(Tally they are watching less television

than they did five years ago, but most also
said television is still their main source of
information and news. Twenty-one percent said they were watching more television.
Opinion Research said news and information programs were particularly popular among the 50-and-older group.
As to what was perceived as programming specifically for women, TV Guide
said Opinion Research posed that question
to those who said they liked the women’s
programming. The magazine said "Donahue" was the only program "cited with
any frequency."
From that, the magazine said, one
could only conclude that women "will
watch whatever they want and not necessarily what’s targeted for them by programmers."

meetings within four years after they take
place.
It said the secrecy causes "unnecessary
volatility" in money markets and leads to "unreasonably high interest rates, as investors
analyze every bit of minutiae the board publishes, announces or leaks."
To support its argument, the study cited
daily news reports that track developments iii
the credit markets.
The study also recommended:
That the Federal Reserve abandon its
measure of the basic money supply, called MI.
"The volatility, uncertainty and meaninglessness of the weekly MI numbers certainly justify such a decision by the board," it said.
That the Federal Reserve not "let its
commitment to fighting inflation stall a sustained, strong recovery."
St Germain said that "it is cruel to pretend
that an acceptable level of inflation is a more
serious problem than millions of unemployed
Americans."
That the term of the board’s chairman
coincide more closely with that of the president’s so that chief executives could have their
own appointees in the powerful position.
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Viewing Machines
Private Booths
Marital Aids
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OPEN 8AM TO 2AM DAILY
Call our Pink Cat Theater
for latest features
25W. San Salvador at So. 1st. 998-9488
$2.00 Admission for SJ SU students
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Early Bird Dinner
4pm-7pm
$4.50
Soup Salad Luncheon
all -you -can -eat
llam-3prn
$4.50
Champagne Sunday Brunch
11am-3pm
1205 The Alameda
286-9422
6 arn 11 pm Sun -Thurs
)PEN 24 HOURS FRI-SAT
10% Off with this ad

Tired of high
insurance rates
wiping out
your pocketbook?
Why pay more for coverage from the big guys when Campus Insurance
offers students with good driving records the same coverage at lower
rates? Understanding student budgets is no accident. Call Campus Insur
ance and find out how much it should cost.

CAMPUS INSURANCE

We
Buy

4340 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Suite 165 San Jose

Books!

296-5270

330 south tenth street
at san carlos

EARN MONEY OVER
CHRISTMAS VACATION
MEMORY LOSS
CONFUSION?
VERBAL CONCENTRATION
DIFFICULTY?
HEAD INJURY-STROKE
TUMOR -EPILEPSY
SENILITY?
NEURODIAG NOSTICS
MEMORY & COGNITIVE
RETRAINING

Rhawn Joseph Ph.D
and Associates

Immediate openings for

Receptionists
Secretaries
Typists
General Clerks
Experienced Electronic Assemblers
The
"Kelly Girl"
People

Assessment of Cerebral Dysfunction
Detection of Epileptic Fuci
or Early Senility
Remediation for Brain Injured
Adults and Children
450 Sutter
(415) 398-7133
San Francisco

1570 The Alameda
(408) 286-9833
San Jose

SERVICES
Never a Fee
Equal Opportunity Employer

50 Town & Country Village
3315 Almaden Expwy, #29
298 So. Sunnyvale Ave., #207
4111111mer.__
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House study criticizes central bank
A study by the House
’ WASHINGTON
Binking Committee on Tuesday assailed as
!Intolerable in a democracy" the secrecy that
Surrounds the Federal Reserve Board’s monetary policy sessions.
The central bank, the report said, "has not
been authorized to conduct covert operations in
Our nation’s money markets, but the Central
intelligence Agency would be proud to match
Ole Fed’s record for operating in the shadows."
Several panel members took issue with the
sharp tone of the report and noted the full corncnittee did not vote to adopt the document,
’which includes a disclaimer to that effect on its
cover.
"Objection must be lodged against the insidious tone of this report.... I do not believe it
reflects majority sentiment on the committee,"
Said Rep. Stephen L. Neal, D-N.C., in a dissenting view.
A committee spokesman, who asked not to
be identified, said, however, "It generally reflects the views of a majority of the committee."
The study, put together by the committee’s
’
staff, recommends that Federal Reserve policy-makers be more open in their deliberations
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246-0472
267-4900
733-3268
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Nuclear arms protesters claim
Livermore action a ’necessity’

Navy opposes oil lease
Officials say rigs interfere with naval operations
(AP) - The Navy has raised
SAN
sDIEGO
noitcejbo
to a proposed oil lease sale off the coast of Southern California. saying construction of oil rigs in a number of tracts would interfere with missile testing
programs and training manuevers.
As a result, the Navy has asked the U.S. Department of the Interior to delete 60 percent of the huge
offshore area it plans to lease next spring to the oil
industry.
The 11.6-million acre lease sale, scheduled for
April, includes an offshore area from Point Conception, 35 miles northwest of Santa Barbara, southward
to the Mexican border.
In an environmental impact statement released
Monday by the Interior Department, Navy officials
said oil development in near-shore areas along the
coasts of San Diego, Orange and Ventura counties
would hamper military operations.

The region included in the lease sale covers the
"most heavily used naval operating areas anywhere in
the world," Deputy Navy Assistant Secretary Chase
Untermeyer said in a letter to the department.
"In short, there is no place within the Southern
California lease offering area in which oil and gas
exploration or production - even with the most stringent stipulations - can occur without significant impact to ( the) Department of Defense," he said.
Untermeyer said that drilling could be accommodated in those areas the Navy did not include in its
deletion request, but only under written stipulations.
The Navy said oil and gas drilling are incompatible with a number of offshore military operations, including cruise missile testing at Point Mugu and submarine and surface ship training operations in the San
Diego area.

. Doctors biggest donors
to political campaigns
SACRAMENTO (AP) - Doctors have
; been the biggest contributors to California
I.legislative campaigns over the last eight
ears, according to a study released Tuesy by California Common Cause, a politi1 reform group.
The study, which found indications but
hard evidence that many contributions
intended to influence legislation, said
California Medical Association had
the top contributor to legislative cantes since 1975.
The California Medical Political Ac.’eflen Committee, the political arm of the
octors’ group, gave $1.9 million to the
7.1eandidates beween 1975 and 1982.
7%,
The study, called "Twenty Who Gave
116 Million," was a re-examination of the
TO top contributors to legislative races
.7efrom 1975 to June 1980. Between 1975-82,

those 20 organizations gave $16.4 million,
mostly to incumbents.
The groups gave $5.9 million in 1982, a
23 percent increase over 1980.
Walter Zelman, California Common
Cause’s executive director, said that if the
list of the top 20 contributors were revised
to reflect 1981 and 1982 contributions, two
or three groups listed in the report would
be dropped from the list.
Besides the CMA, the list includes the
California State Employees Association,
United for California (a business group),
California Realtors Association, California Teachers Association, Gun Owners of
California, the California Dental Political
Action Committee, the California Trial
Lawyers, the Bankers Responsible Government Committee, and the California
Labor Federation.

Deukmejian accused
:of crippling OSHA fund
SAN FRANCISCO (API - A heated
legislative hearing on the effects of Gov.
: Deukmejian’s budget cuts to the state Division of Occupational Safety and Health
Administration drew an accusation ’ruesday that the governor might not "give a
z damn about the safety of the worker."
I,.
That angry comment came during a
it hearing at which Deukmejian-appointed
Cal -OSHA chief David Valoff was explaining the effects of $4.8 million in 1983-84
budget cuts.
The hearing was chaired by Sen. Bill
q Greene, D-Los Angeles and Assemblyman
Richard Floyd, D-Los Angeles. Greene is
chairman of the Senate Committee on In"-dustrial Relations, under which Cal-OSHA
operates, and Floyd is chairman of the
Assembly Labor and Employment Committee.
Valoff was the first witness, calling
the budget cuts and loss of 86 positions
"significant . .. hiring freezes, recruitment difficulties and the golden handshake ( incentive to encourage early retirement) have added to the personnel
problems confronting us."
Then Valoff added that despite the
cuts the division inspections "are continuing at a rate comparable to last year."
At that point. Valoff was interrupted
by Floyd, who waved a Los Angeles Times
story in the air. The story said Cal -OSHA

;
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PLEASANTON (API - An attorney for 251 nuclear
arms protesters Tuesday said his clients should be acquitted on charges of obstructing traffic because they
believed their actions were necessary to prevent the
threat of nuclear war

the University of California -affiliated facility.
The defendants "contend that in this unusual time
when nations armed to the teeth with nuclear weapqps
are confronting each other all over the world, they wede
reasonable in believing that actions normally considered
illegal would be necessary to avert a nuclear holocatist
awaiting us in the immediate future," according to a legal
brief presented by Post to Alameda County Municipal
Judge Clifford Bachand.

Appearing in a makeshift courtroom in the cafeteria
of the Alameda County Fairgrounds, lawyer Leonard
Post argued a "necessity defense," which holds that activity otherwise illegal is justified when it can be shown it
was necessary to prevent a greater danger.
The defendants "reasonably believed their actions
were necessary to prevent a significant evil," added defense lawyer Catherine Seligman.

Prosecutor Joseph Hurley countered that the defendants must prove a number of points, including the
fact that they had no adequate alternative to their illegal
action, to prove their "defense of necessity."

The defendants include some of the more than 1,000
people arrested in June for obstructing traffic in front of
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory as part of a
demonstration against the design of nuclear weapons at

"They will never get by that burden," Hurley said
"I’m sure these people want to talk ad infinitum about
their beliefs," but he added that courts were not intended
as a forum for arguing political beliefs.

Work lowers risks
for heart patients
STANFORD (Al’) - Heart attack
patients who return to work quickly
have a lower risk of dying within one
year than patients who do not, according to results released Monday of a 10year Stanford University research project.
But doctors who fail to tell their
patients clearly and explicitly about
their condition after an attack can hinder recovery and drive up the cost of
care and rehabilitation, said Dr. Robert F. DeBusk, director of Stanford’s
Cardiac Rehabilitation Program.
The findings follow the use of new
techniques such as exercise testing to
distinguisii a’on after a heart attack
between patients with low risk and
those with high risk, said DeBusk. The
research showed that the guesswork
about a patient’s chances can be eliminated.
Nearly 1,000 patients in the last 10
years took part in the research, which
focused on men aged 70 or younger and

emphasized exercise
weeks of an attack.
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"We know that patients with normal responses to treadmill testing
three weeks after a heart attack have a
98 percent chance that a second fatal
attack will not occur within the next
year," said DeBusk.
Patients with normal responses
comprise about half of all heart attack
patients within the age group that was
studied, he said.
"Even patients with abnormal responses to treadmill testing - about 5
percent of patients 70 ( years) or
younger - have a 90 percent chance of
surviving for a year or longer," said
DeBusk.
"We don’t have to give him vague
instructions to ’take it easy.’ For the
first time, we can tell him precisely
what his odds are, what his capacities
are, and what he can do..." DeBusk
said.

The Workout You Want
* Raquetball
* Aerobics
* Nautilus Fitness Center
* Volleyball, and More

a

$3.00 Student Rate
Park Center
Athletic Club
355W. San Fernando
5 blocks West of Campus
289-1344

PARKCENIER
ADILETIC CLUB

Good Fri., 8pm-11pm
Sat. 9am-3pm, Sun. 9am-3pm
Show Student Body Card

’I have a strong
feeling that this
administration is
out to destroy this
agency’

1011""

Richard Floyd
was suffering badly from 110 or more cuts
in staff and reductions in certain enforcement functions. Later testimony supported that figure.
"Lets get down to the bottom line,"
said Floyd, asking Valoff whether his department will be able to "protect the life
and limb" of the California worker as before the cuts.
After an angry exchange, Floyd said.
"I haves strong feeling that this administration is out to destroy this agency. I have
a feeling Gov. Deukmejian doesn’t give a
damn about the safety of the worker, and
he proves it with these cuts. He’s going to
have dead employees . . . on the hands of
the Deukmejian administration."

lag. WRAP UP
A GREAT41 DEAL.

1983 CR6OR

$668

1983 Passport’

$728

These are just some of the great deals we’ re offent
on selected 1983 Hondas.
It’s our annual Honda
Holidays celebration. Now
through Christmas.
Come in and you’ll receive a
1984 Honda Championship
Racing Calendar free! Along
with a chance to win valuable
Hondaline prizes in our weekly drawings. FREE!
And the Hondaline accessories and apparel we
carry make great gifts, too.
But hurry. Christmas is doser than you think.
THE PRESENTATION
THAT PEOPLE ARE TALKING ABOUT
THE WORLD OVER

Mick Jagger said a few years hack. "It’s only rock and roll." Sure, most young
people like it and It is only just rock and roll . . or is it? Vladmir Lenin said that the
quickest way to destroy a society is through its music. Could It be that someone is trying
to brainwash you through your stereo or the cassette recorder that’s plugged into your
ear?

Find out through a factfilled mlniseminar that includes tapes and concert fool
age. The truth just may be the most startling thing that’s ever happened to you.

ThursdRv, December 8
130 Costanoan 7 30 Guadalupe

Sponsored b Maranatha

HONDAILINE
WIN THESE PRIZESI

cianta Naha

HONDA
4902 Stevens Creek Blvd., San Jose, CA 95129
(408) 243-7146
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Slow-starting Spartans down Sonoma

rn

By John Ormsby
It was sloppy at times. There were turnovers, defensive breakdowns and streaks of
cold shooting.
But it was a win.
Ccach Bill Berry saw plenty of room for
improvement after the Spartans BO 60 win
over Sonoma State Teusday night, but he
couldn’t argue with the results.
The Spartans overcame a lifeless opening five minutes to even their record at 2-2
before a modest crowd of 784 at Civic Auditorium.
"The performance had it’s bright spots,
but we didn’t play as well as we could have
or should have," Berry said. "We just have
to won* harder. Sometimes the kids’ definition of hard work is different than mine."
The Spartans looked for awhile like they
were going to self-destruct agianst the Division H Cossacks. SJSU stumbled in the first
five minutes, committing six turnovers as
Sonoma ran out to a 10-2 lead.
The Spartans settled down after a
timeout at the 15-minute mark and finally
tied the game at 14 on George Puou’s short
jumper. SJSU took the lead for good at 18-17
on a tip-in by Gerald Thomas, and then
broke the game open with a defensive burst
at the seven-minute mark.
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Eric Williams ignited the spurt with a
steal and a slam dunk to make it 20-17. On
the Cossack’s next trip down the floor, forward Stony Evans got into the act, stealing
a pass at mid-court and taking it in for another breakaway dunk.
SJSU forced another turnover at the
5:50 mark and Bobby Evans drove down
court on a fast break. Evans’ layup wouldn’t
drop but Stony Evans was trailing the play
to spike the rebound home for a 25-19 lead.
"We had a three minute spurt on defense in the first half that caused havoc,"
Berry said. "We need that effort for an entire game instead of just spots."
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The first half ended on a humorous note,
although no one on the Sonoma State bench
was laughing. Leading 37-26 with two minutes left in the half, Berry directed his team
into a spread offense. With thirty ticks left
on the clock, Michael Dixon saw a body out
of the corner of his eye and passed the ball.
"I saw Ward Farris out of the corner of
my eye," Dixon said,"and when I got the
ball, I threw it to the spot, figuring he was
still there."
He wasn’t. instead, the ball sailed right
into the hands of referee Willis McJunkin.
The startled ref held the ball for a few seconds as both teams watched, then dropped
the ball at his feet. Bobby Evans scooped up
the loose ball and converted a jumpshot at
the buzzer to give the Spartans a 39-26 half-
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"You think you’ve seen it all and then
something different happens. I’ve never
seen that happen before," Berry said. "I
think Willis showed good judgement in passing the ball back to us. Just kidding."
McJunkin was not given an assist on the
play.
The Spartans were all business in the
second half, even without McJunkin’s help.
Sonoma scored the opening basket to pull to
39-28, but the Spartans poured it on, opening
up a 21 -point lead at one point.
Forward Matt Fleming keyed the Spartan offense in the second half. The lanky
junior scored 12 of his team high 20 points
after intermission, most on medium range
jumpers.
"Matt can hit from 18 feet when he’s
open," Berry said. "We allow our kids to do
that when their capable of making those
shots. Matt shot well, but he still needs to be
more physical."

THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF
SANTA CLARA COUNTY
Presents

DR. HERBERT
APTHEKER

Member, Central Committee CPUSA
Speaking on

THE LYNCHING OF GRENADA
Thursday, Dec. 8th 730 pm
Bread as Roses Bookshop 950 S. FIRST ST., S.J.
294-2930
_Admission $1.00

foikt-2

BOOK STORE

"Ed was in my P.E. class and he said he
wanted to come out," Berry said. The coach
reluctantly agreed, and he doesn’t regret it
"He really gave us a lift," he said. "If he
wasn’t so big I would have hugged him. He
might have hugged me back and killed me.’
Berry also got a big night out of forward
Stony Evans. The freshman scored 16 points
on 7-for-11 shooting, but Berry saw plenty of
room for improvement in Evans’ defensive
game.
"Stony played decently, but defensively
he has a long way to go," Berry said.
"Our goal is to improve, not to just play
well in spots. We still tends to coast at
times. We need to find 7 or 8 guys that won’t
coast."

COMPLETE SELECTION OF CURRENT TITLES

Stony Evans dunks,
above, Bobby Evans,
:
right, plays tough
defense in action
from last Tuesdays
80-60 win over
Sonoma State.

Bill Berry
SJSU basketball coach

Fleming started two out of the three
previous games without scoring a point. He
began Tuesday’s game on the bench, but he
came on to lead the Spartans with 8-for -13
shooting.
"It doesn’t matter if I start or not, I just
play as hard as I can when I’m in there,"
Fleming said. "My aggresivness has never
been too hot. I’ve always been a soft player.
That’s something I have to work on."
The SJSU defense was the big story in
this one, even though Berry wasn’t totally
satisfied with his team’s defensive performance. The Spartans hounded the Cossacks
into 24 turnovers. SJSU came up with ten
steals.
Another bright spot for the Spartans
was the play of Ed Huse. Huse came out for
the team last week after completeing his
season as a tight end on the Spartan football
team. The burly center scored five points
and pulled down four rebounds in just ten
minutes of playing time.
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’We just have to work
harder. Sometimes the
kids’ definition of hard
work is different than
mine.’

Hest Selection of Science Fiction in South Bus

BARGAINS BY THE 100’s ON OUR SALE TABLES
The Count!, ’s Big Booktore

BOOKS INC.
421) ToVn’N & COUNTRY VILLAGE
- I l

’II EVES & WEEKENDS 2416202
EV, REEK AT WINCHESTER HIND

We
Buy Books!
at san carlos
JOB OPPORTUNITY

FREE ROOM AND BOARD
PLUS SALARY
Take care of elderly couple in beautiful Los Gatos home. 20 min. from
campus. Couple lives with daughter,
care minimal.
OFFER INCLUDES:
Large private room

Unlimited cooked meals
Salary negotiable

Very flexible for school
Call for appointment

(415) 365-5909

and earn
LEARN
more than $1,000
a month.
The Air Force College Senior Engineering
Program is open to students in electrical,
nuclear, and architectural engineering. If
you qualify for the program, you’ll receive
Air Force pay and allowances while you
complete your final year. If you’re an engineering junior, senior, or graduate senior,
call:
TSgt. Walt Stepnitz
(408) 275-9058

Neal leads Titans
against Panoma
FULLERTON, Calif. (AP) Forward Tony Neal
pulled down 22 rebounds and scored 19 points Saturday
eight to pace undefeated Fullerton State to a 95-51 non4onference college basketball victory over Cal Poly -Poona.
4
Leon Wood chipped in 21 points and had nine assists
for the Titans, now 4-0.
Gary Davis added 18 points for the winners, who have
ton their last 19 games at home stretching back to last
leason.
111
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Tigers top Loyola
Freshman forward Brent
WICHITA, Kan. (AP)
:
Founts scored 23 points to lead the University of Pacific to
.11 79-63 win over Loyola Marymount Saturday night for
third place in the McDonald’s Classic.
1
Wichita State met Hawaii in the championship game.
Rich Anema added 21 points for Pacific, whose tough
1
-3 zone defense forced the Lions to shoot from the outside
n the first half. Loyola Marymount shot just 26 percent
from the field in the opening half and trailed 40-23 at
airtime.
Loyola Marymount’s Keith Smith led all players with
points. He scored 18 of his points in the second half,
,
hen the Lions drew within eight points, 45-37, with 11 : 48
-to play.
However, the Lions were scoreless over the next four
iminutes and Pacific widened its lead to 57-41 with 7:44
remaining.
Pacific is now 1-4, while Loyola Marymount fell to 1-3.
1
’
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LA BOULANGERIE
"Try our selection
of Old World
French Bread"
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Sell your books
at 10131-4:RTS!

Also:
* Croissants
* Wheat Bread
* Baguettes

* Catering

* Deli

No Preservatives Added

ROBERTS

Located off Highway 17,
683E. Brokaw Rd.
San Jose

BOOKSTORE&
ART SUPPLY

294-6531
.%

330 south tenth at san calicos
san lose, ca. 95 112 286-0930
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Sale of L.A. Express
denied by team owners

Off to Vegas

San FranLOS ANGELES AP,
cisco real estate tycoon Bill Oldenburg has
reached an agreement to purchase the Los
Angeles Express of the United States
Football League, the Anaheim Bulletin reported in its Tuesday editions.
However, a spokesman for the Express denied that anything has been finalized.
"It has not happened." said Bob Rose,
the director of public relations for the
team. "That’s a premature statement We
will not deny that there are negotiations
between the owners and other investors
but the team has not been sold as of now."
The Bulletin reported that the sale,
which is still subject to league approval, is
scheduled to be announced at a press conference early next week.

SJSU’s Robin Thompson, above, Chew (411. At right, Chew takes a
State.
drive around a screen by Rhoda shot against Montana

Spartans look for luck in ’Vegas
By Dean Kahl

SJSU’s women’s basketball team will
have their hands full in Las Vegas this weekend. Not necesarily with the handles of slot
machines or crap table dice, but instead with
a pair of formidable basketball opponents
Friday and Saturday nights in the Las Vegas
Classic.
The Spartans will take on the Houston
Cougars Friday in Nevada -Las Vegas’ South
Gym and then battle one of the nations’ least
respected powers the Runnin’ Rebels of
UNLV on Saturday night in the new 18,000seat Thomas-Mack Center.
"We match up fairly well with Houston,"
Spartan head coach Sharon Chatman said,
"but Nevada -Las Vegas is a super team.
They crushed Cal, one of the better teams in
the NorPac, by 32 points."
The Spartans trip to Las Vegas follows
their second place finish in the SJSU-hosted
Anheuser-Busch Classic. The Spartans lost in
the championship game to an undefeated
Montana State squad, but they’ll be lucky to
fare as well against the undefeated Rebels.
UNLV (4-0) was 24-4 last season and have
won 23 of their last 24 games, falling only to
Louisiana
this year’s No.2 ranked team
Tech.
But, the Rebels failed to crack the national Top Twenty rankings. Co-head coach
Jim Botta feels the Rebels have something to
prove this season.
"Last year, people said we played too
many Division II schools," Bolts said. "This
year, we’ve upgraded our schedule with
teams like Houston, San Jose State and a couple other good teams. We’re not that upset
about not being ranked it just makes us

play harder."
The Runnin’ Rebels have gotten off to a
fast start this year by trouncing three California teams by an average of 33 points. They
opened the season with the 95-63 win over Cal,
followed by a a 42-point win over UC Santa
Barbara and a 25-point thrashing of Stanford.
The Rebels won those games utilizing
their two team strengths a full-court running attack and balanced scoring. Leading
the way for UNLV is point guard Misty
Thomas, who is avraging 16.8 points a game.
She’s been aided by the scoring attack of forwards Rochelle Oliver (15.8) and Kathy LaVerne (11.0) and center Donya Monroe (11.0).
"In the past, we’ve too often relied on one
player to score for us," Botta said. "We’ve
spread the scoring out this year, so we’re
harder to stop."
Botta, and Chatman, added that playing
in cavernous Thomas-Mack Center is a big
boost to both teams but for different reasons.
"Our girls really get pumped up about
playing there," Botta said. "It’s a great new
facility and a great place to play."
Chatman also noted the advantage of
playing in the arena. The Spartan-Rebel
clash preceeds the UNLV-West Virginia
men’s basketball game, which should draw a
large crowd.
"We’re happy to go away and play in
front of a big crowd," Chatman said. "It’ll
give a lot of people a chance to see our team."
Chatman has struggled at times this year
to find her "team." She has started ten different players this year attempting to find the
right starting five. Friday night against

Gray gets off floor
and decks the Irish
Stuart Gras, UCLA’s 7 SOUTH BEND, Ind. APi
foot center, twice picked himself off the floor in the last
two minutes and sank three clutch free throws to preserve
the Bruins’ seventh straight basketball win over Notre
Dame Saturday, 51-47.
Gray also grabbed 12 rebounds and Kenny Fields
scored 18 points to pace ninth-ranked and unbeaten UCLA
to its third straight win. The Irish suffered its second
straight loss and now is 2-2.
The first time Gray got belted, by 6-8 Jim Dolan. tira
came up fighting, but was restrained by teammates and
officials.
The second time he was belted by 6-9 Tim Kempton.Both times he was driving for layups.
"What made me mad was getting knocked down and
pushed afterwards," Gray, a junior who shed 35 pounds to
now weighs 235. "But it’s necessary to stop the scorer and
they were both good plays. I knew I would make the free
throws."
Notre Dame had run off 12 straight points to reduce a
15-point deficit to 46-42 with 3:20 left before Gray made.
one of two free throws.
Gray was hit again after Notre Dame got to within 9745. But Gray made both free throws with 35 seconds left.
UCLA Coach Larry Farmer said he went into a zone.
defense early in the second half to protect Fields, who
picked up three personals.
"We thought it would be good to throws their offense.
off balance and cause them to take some time off the.
clock," said Farmer . "We forced them to take most of
their shots from the outside. We may have stayed in it a
little too long, as Notre Dame started to get in the grove.
"Our man-to-man defense was the difference at the.
end of the game."
Notre Dame coach Digger Phelps said, "We did what
we had to do defensively against a team with the talent of
UCLA. Take nothing away from UCLA, but I think we
controlled the game defensively."
UCLA never trailed in the nationally televised game.
(NBC:and led by as much as 15 points with 7:42 minutes
remaining. But the Irish ran off 12 straight points with
Kempton and Dolan each scoring two goals. reducing
UCLA’s margin to 46-42.
Notre Dame’s full court press forced UCLA into three
turnovers in the last six minutes.
Gray’s free throw put UCLA up 47-44 before Tom
Sluby hit one of two fouls, the closest Notre Dame could
get at 47-45.
Gray, who finished with nine points, hit two more free
throws and Fields made a jumper for UCLA’s final points.

Houston should be no different as Chatman
said she would probably give forward Roberta Lawson her first starting assignment.
"We’ll need a little bigger front line with
more rebounding over the weekend," said
Chatman who plans to team the 6-0 Lawson
with 6-0 forward Sharon Turner and 6-1 center Rhoda Chew.
Turner and Chew are coming off big performances in the ABC tourney, where they
both made the all-tournament team. Chew is
the Spartans’ leading scorer (18.0) and re bounder (11.7) and is averaging two blocked
shots a game. Turner, meanwhile, is the
Spartans’ third leading scorer at 9.3, but she
came on strong in the ABC averaging 17
points and eight rebounds in the two games.
However, they will need big games again
against the Cougars (3-2) because they’ll be
tangling with two of the most highly-prized
recruits in the nation forward Nell Haskins
and 6-5 freshman center Monica Lamp. Lamp
was one of the most sought after high school
players in the country last year, while Haskins was the nation’s leading junior college
scorer. Houston, however, is led on offense by
leading scorer and rebounder, Toni Moody
( 18.0 and 7.5).
Chatman, though, said that she has gotten her lineup down to the eight or nine players she wants seeing regular action.
"We’re getting into the nucleus of the
team now," Chatman said. "We need a better
shooting percentage from our off-guards,
though.
"This is a good trip for us," Chatman
added. "We hope we have good luck in
Vegas."

ADULT
VIDEO TAPES
Volunteers
For Youth

For Sale or Rental
X-Rated Films in
VHS or Beta II

STUDENT DIRECTORS
NEEDED
HELP SAVE THISJSUAIFY
CALL.
277-3147
277-3065
MAKE A DIFFERENCE
IN A YOUTH’S LIFE

1433 The Alameda
San Jose

297-3060

KRUE KRUEGER

(408)249-8180
; ECONOMY
Eff

1 pock per purchase
of S1 95-or more
on clothes, recoras
or books
Second City Thrift Store
4(05. let 10-7 Daily
1630 W. Son Carlos
17-6 Daily

Receptionists

IMPORTS wmeR’’. raz=vY’

Name any foreign car sold in the U.S.
... we’ve got parts for it!

student Discount Card Available!
493 S. FIRST ST., S.J. 998-60m1 I 9 OTHER LOCATIONS

2 FOR 1
SALE
SWEATERS
JACKETS

Secretaries
Typists

VISA

General Clerks
Experienced Electronic Assemblers

PANTS
SHIRTS

294-2428

WILLOW GLEN VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
1409 BIRD AVE. SAN JOSE NEXT TO ALPHA BETA
LESS THAN 2 MILES FROM CAMPUS
OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 8 P.M.

The
"Kelly Girl"
People

SERVICES
Ne,,ei a Fee
Equal Opportunity Employer

AUTNOMIZIO
SUPPLIEP

Stop in and see our monthly specials

odo

Immediate openings for:

50 Town & Country Village
3315 Almaden Expwy, *29
298 So. Sunnyvale Ave., #207

CONTACT

390

EARN MONEY OVER
CHRISTMAS VACATION

KILN

NOW YOU CAN LAUNCH A NEW CAREER
WHILE KEEPING YOUR PRESENT JOB.
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP WILL TRAIN
YOU TO OPERATE YOUR OWN AGENCY
AND PAY YOU FULL COMMISSIONS
WHILE YOU LEARN. START YOUR PROFESSIONAL SALES CAREER TODAY.

CIGS
NO LIMITI*

Towne Theatre

Farmers Insurance
Group
is looking for
qualified people

We carry the real thing Vera Imported Parts, the O.E.M.
quality parts that are made where the ears are made. Soil you
want the right part to keep that car performing at its best, call us.
You’ll like our prices, too!

ph, ,o .10U

Great for parties!

"Although no checks have heel]
signed, we have an agreement all
around," said a source who, although
close to both the USFL team and Oldenburg, wished to remain anonymous.
"His (Oldenburg’s) people have to
meet with the (Los Angeles) Coliseum
people on Wednesday to finalize the lease
transfer, and he still needs league approval of the sale). But about all that will
hold that up will be whether he has to appear in person or whether a phone call will
suffice."
A check with Coliseum sources confirmed that the Express’ representatives
were due in Wednesday, although that ostensibly was to "finalize playing dates for
the upcoming Olympic year," the Bulletin
said.

UOBCR

M I II

246-0472
267-4900
733-3268

5int
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SPARTAGUIDE
ALESEC will sponsor a "Dress for success" fashion
from noon to 2 p.m. today in the Student Union
room. Call the ALESEC office at 277-3458 for more
rmation.

rs
e been
ent all
Ithougt,
I Olden.
lave to
oliseum
te lease
approFiat will
s to apall will

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance will hold a Christmas
uck dinner at 4 p.m. today in the S.U. Constanoan
For more information call Laura 298-2429.
Student Health Services will offer measels vacination
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. today in the Student Union and
’em 5-6:30 p.m. in the Health Building. Contact Oscar
attic.. Jr. at 277-2222 for more information

Theta Chi Fraternity will hold an open house at 7:30
p.m. today at 123 S. 11th St. Refreshments will be served.
Call 279-9629 for more information.
The Department of Special Education will hold a
class on Special Olympics at 7 p.m. today in the Special
Education room in Sweeney Hall. Call Dr. Gil Guerin at
277-2646 for more information.
The Public Relations Student Society of America will
hold a Christmas party at 6:30 p.m. Saturday at Dr.
Noah’s house. Maps are available on the PRSSA message
board. Contact Bonnie Hann at (4151494-7708 for more
information.

Kevin Yeager
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ATTENTION
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REC projected to operate at a loss for first few years
continued from page 1
for shows, and like others. Adams would "just have to live
with" the smaller number.
The availability of time in the REC was brought up by
Peggy Grodhaus, interim director of Leisure Services for
Student Programs and Services.
Grodhaus too, wrote a letter, then attended the meeting to voice her concerns. She said she wanted to clarify
the board’s priorities for scheduling use of the center’s
rooms and facilities, because she feared time in the center’s recreational facilities would be monopolized by
sports programs and events.
"We can’t operate on just leftover time," she said.
Events such as concerts and basketball games will be
needed to pay the REC’s operating costs, because the fees
levied for construction will not cover them.
loss during its
The REC is projected to operate
first three years. That shortfall will be covered by a portion of the REC fees now being collected, said Glen Guttormsen, SJSU associate executive vice president for
business affairs.

at a

Events such as concerts and basketball will be
needed to pay the R EC’s operating costs, because
the fees levied for construction will not cover them.
"It’s a kind of a tightrope," Guttormsen said, speaking of the need to balance paying events with the interests
of recreation.
Some board members expressed fears similar to
Grodhaus’, but after some discussion the board confirmed its earlier position that student activities would
have the highest scheduling priority.
Grodhaus said afterward she felt "very confident" of
the board’s intentions.
Putting the aquatics center in the master plan would
allow construction to begin as soon as funds become avail’

Prof loses another round

able, A.S. Controller Michael Schneider said.
A one percent shift in the interest rate on 816 million
in bonds to be sold to finance the REC construction, could
provide a million dollars for construction of the pools.
Gehrke said.
Schneider pressed for inclusion of the pools in the
master plan to avoid an "add-ons" mentality in the REC’s
planning. He said he did not want the aquatics center to go
unbuilt as has the planned fourth floor of the Student
Union.
The Spartan Shops board of directors has expressed

k in ko os copies

continued from page 1
Larsen said after the meeting that Lanser’s testimony would have shown need for Christensen’s courses
because many small businesses make use of textile technology.
Prof. Adnan Daoud, chair of the grievance committee, said that he could not comment on why Lanser would
be irrelevant as a witness, since the committee had withdrawn and made its decision in executive session.
Weir said the university will be trying to prove that it
followed proper procedure in the dropping of Christensen
and the textile technology emphasis in the division of
technology.
"There was a lack of enrollment in the textile technology classes," she said, explaining why the emphasis is to
dropped.
be
The dropping of courses because of low enrollment is
"routine procedure," according to Weir.
ChrisIn the grievance hearing Monday,
tensen had stated that "quite a number of courses had
less than 10 enrolled in the School of Applied Arts and
Sciences, not including individual studies courses."
The minimum enrollment for upper division classes
is 10 students.
Christensen cited Industrial Studies 96C, which had
only three enrolled, as an example.
Weir said afterwards that the particular course was
being taught for free, so there was no concern as to how
many were enrolled in it.
Other courses that were kept despite having low enrollment, Weir said, were multiple section courses that
students could take for one or more units and taught as
one class.
During the hearing on Monday. Christensen also alleged that there had not been enough publicity for the new
textile technology emphasis she taught.
The program began in 1981-82, when the Home Economics Department was dropped. Christensen was transferred from the defunct department to the division of
technology.
At Monday’s hearing, Larsen asked her about Director of the Division of Technology Don Betando’s attitu&
towards her when she was transferred to his department.
"He made it clear I was not wanted in the division of
technology, and that I would be better off in the art department," she added. He has told me that if I stay at
SJSU it won’t be in the division of technology."
Betando had no reaction to her statement.
"I don’t comment on personnel matters," he said.
The hearings will continue indefinitely, said Prot
Adnan Daoud of Sociology, the chair of the committee.
He said they would also be meeting Dec. 12.
Other members of the faculty grievance committee
ani Prof. Robin Clyde of Counseling Services and Prof.
Herb Grossman of Special Education.
Daoud said both parties will submit written arguments to the committee at the end of the hearings, after
which the committee deliberates.

the electronic printshop

Don B2tando ’made it
clear that I was not
wanted in the division of
technology’
Barbara Christensen
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interest on contributing to the pool complex, and rais,
the possibility of a fundraising drive for the center. DI
cussion on support for aqua1ics though, has been on
been general, said Spartan Shops Director Ed Zant,
there are no specific proposal or plans right now.
Renovating the Women’s Gym to provide space 1,
some of the REC’s facilities came up several weeks ago
The idea behind such renovation is to save space
the REC construction site, presently the ROTC field
Seventh and San Carlos streets, for the aquatics center
additional REC facilities, board member Ted Gehrke
plained.
The facade of the gym, which the university now to
as a warehouse, would be preserved, he said, but t
"brought up to code
inside would be gutted, rebuilt
"You can’t even get a forklift in there right now,
Gehrke said, referring to the gym’s delapidated floor.
Gehrke speculated that using the gym would so,
space, but would not cut REC construction costs.
Goodhue said he expects the architects to offer
board firm specifications for the project in a few weeks
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Santa speaks every language.
Another good one is the ancient Laurel and Hardy film
"March of the Toy Soldiers." This one has more plot than
most Laurel and Hardy movies, and its epic scope ranges
from the fairy tale land to the nasty underground world,
Carrie Hagen
with its equally nasty monsters. I won’t give away the end,
Entertainer Editor
Editor
Carrie Hagen
but Santa’s toy soldiers fight the monsters in an exciting
Associate Editor
David Reznicek
battle. The surrealism of the film will appeal to adults.
Another oldie is "A Christmas Carol," the original film
Associate Editor
Denice Chambers
version. Forget the animated versions featuring Mickey
Lawrence Wong ....Advertising, Special Projects
Mouse or Scrooge Smurf, this one is a classic. The acting is
great, and the ghosts are really spooky. Too bad the ghosts
of Christmas Future can’t visit all the scrooges of this world
11.7u Murpil
( or the presidents).
A film you can’t miss, a bit in the same vein as "A
Dennis Miller looks at a painting from his
Christmas Carol," is Frank Capra’s "It’s a Wonderful
’Still Waiting to Pass the Time’exhibit.
Life," starring Jimmy Stewart as a man who is shown, by
Its beginning to look a lot like Christmas on your TV an apprentice angel, what his town would have become withdial, but don’t despair. Between all of those glitzy, poorly- out him. The final scene is overflowing with joy, in the best to fight crowds and wait in lines just to use the restroom.
animated, cheap specials featuring Smurfs and Strawberry Capra tradition. My favorite scene is when the bell on the And more often than not, the restrooms are disguisting
Shortcake and other mauseatingly sweet characters, there tree rings, and the little girl says, "Look mommy, when a looking and smell bad.
bell rings it means an angel in heaven got his wings."
are classic specials and movies.
I wonder if any band is worth the punnishment you must
I have picked four TV specials and four movies that are Aaaah.
endure.
There are a few rules for viewing these shows: watch
guaranteed to put you in the Christmas mood. It must be
When I went to see the Rolling Stones and The Who in
remembered that Christmas is the season for schmaltz. It’s them instead of studying for your finals; watch them seve- the last few years, I’ve stayed awake all night holding a
the season to give in a little, stop being a scrooge and give in ral times if possible; and watch them with children. If you place in line, and still ended up without a view worth the
don’t have any children around the house, go out on the price of a ticket. If I have to pay more than 810 for a ticket, I
to the emotions.
First for the TV specials. The all-time best has got to be street and round some up.
expect to be able to see the freckles on the performers’
Dr. Seuss’ "How the Grinch Stole Christmas." If you
faces. But at these general admission monster concerts, I
haven’t seen this one for awhile, tune in. It has surprising
end up with a view of someone’s head, a stone foundation
adult humor, play-on-words, and an exciting story. Who can
pillar, or occasionally someone heaving-up their lunch.
or
the
Grinch"?
forget the song "You’re a Mean one, Mr.
Did I pay big bucks for this?
,
and
bigger?
heart
grows
bigger
Grinch’s
scene when the
Standing up for several hours is no longer something I
Another one of my favorites is "The Little Drummer
can enjoy. Especially if it entails getting pushed, shoved,
1 .0.Eric Hermstad
Boy." The technique of the animation, called "super marioand spilled on. The heat generated by hundreds or thousands
Spring ’83 Entertainer Editor
Ispr"
nation," is interesting and it works. The story is guaranteed
of compacted bodies is only endurable on a cold night or day,
to bring a tear or two, especially at the end when the little
but after a short while the novelity wears off.
boy’s lamb is run over by the Roman chariot driver, but is
Parking at mega concerts is bad enough; traffic at the
healed by the baby Jesus when the little drummer boy plays
"festival seating" concerts is like a demolition derby.
his drum for him. What a classic.
Loc,..11y, there’s only a small handful of places to experiAnother classic has got to be "Merry Christmas, Charlie
ence these insanity events. The Cow Palace has a permaBrown." Highlights include Snoopy’s gawdily decorated
nent odor, and has visual obstacles in it. Parking there is a
doghouse; Linus telling the Christmas story; and the little
pain, and the surroundings look like a stockyard it lives
scrawny tree that grows when it is decorated.
up to it’s name.
For those of you with a musical bent, the best musical
The Oakland Collisum, and its indoor auditorium, share
special isn’t one of those tacky specials featuring some star
an easy-to-get-to but hard-to-get-out-of parking lot. The inbeen
reOne of the possibly most fantastic concerts hit the bay door colliseum has the potential to be nice, seating-wise, but
on his way down, but the PBS special, which has
peated the last two years, featuring Luciano Pavarotti sing- area last weekend, and I refused to attend.
suffers the same problems as all the others when it comes to
Why would I want to miss the ARMS. concert, fea- open seating.
ing Christmas greats. The best songs are "Ave Maria" and
"0 Holy Night." Talk about goose bumps on your goose turing a line-up of superstars unsurpassed by any previous
If I crave a live band now, I’d rather go to a nice local
gathering, including guitar wizards Jimmy Page, Eric Clap- club and sit confortably in close visual range, away from the
bumps!
Now, for the movies. You’ll have to scan the TV Guide to ton, and Jeff Beck, as well as the fantastic Rolling Stones sweaty mob that frequents the general admission shows.
find the times and channels for these, but I guarantee they rhythm section Bill Wyman on bass and Charlie Watts on
I wish I would have saved some money earlier. I’ve seen
will be shown at least five times on various Bay Area chan- drums.
plenty of top-quality talented bands in area clubs, and I
My reason for missing these rock and roll legends is didn’t have to watch through binoculers
nels.
My favorite has to be "Miracle on 34th Street." You will because I hate large scale general admission concerts.
In these clubs, I can dance when I want, not when the
believe that Santa is real after seeing this one; Edmund
Maybe I’ve been to too many of them. Maybe I’m grow- crowd decides to sway.
Gwenn as Kris Kringle is totally believable. My favorite ing old. Maybe I can’t afford them. But more than likely,
Jefferson Starship sings "rock and roll is good time
scene is when Santa talks to the little Dutch girl, who can’t I’m growing smart.
music," and it’s true. But not at the money-making, crowd
I love live bands, but if I want to watch one, I don’t want displeasing general admission shows
speak English. Everyone is astounded, but we know that
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Try ’A Little Night Music’
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By Dean Kahl
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Chain reactions are
common
for
musical
groups. A band might need a
drummer and the guitarist
might say he knows a bassist who knows a good drummer. Maintaining these
"links" are vital to a band.
The jazz group "A Little
Night Music" ( who appeared at the Spartan Pub
Wednesday night) has experienced a chain reaction of a
different kind in forming
their most recent combination. They have a definite
SJSU-influence.
Two of the sextet’s regulars lead guitarist Rick
Vandivier and drummer
Scott Morris
both attended SJSU while three
other Spartans percussionists Dave Silliman and Ed
Smith and trombonist Matt
Finders appeared on the
ALNM’s recently released
debut album "Late One
’A Little Night Music.’ Top: Ed Manning, Norbert Pittman, Nate
Night" on Night Music ProPruitt. Bottom: Bob Johnson, Scott Morris, Rick Vandivier
ductions.
Vandivier said, "and we worked some parties together. We
"I like to think this band has an energetic, fresh feeljust got the rest of the guys in from there."
ing," said Vandivier.
Vandivier then intoduced Manning to sax player Bob
If Saturday night was any indication, he’s right. ALMN
Johnson and lead singer Nate Pruitt. Pruitt then introduced
plays at the Monterey Whaling Company in Los Altos on
the group to bassist Norbert Pittman and Morris.
Thursday. Friday and Saturday nights and Tuesday nights
Morris’ induction into ALNM, consequently, has been a
at Lord John’s in Santa Clara. Last Saturday night’s perforlucky one of sorts. Originally from Philadelphia, the 32mance was before a packed bar of toe-tapping patrons who
year-old took up the drums when he started attending Sarawere getting into ALNM’s versatility.
toga High School. He then went to SJSU because of the
ALNM is no stranger to the Spartan Pub either. Wednesmusic department’s reputation. He graduated in 1972.
day night’s performance was their third appearanc, this
Although Morris has been drumming for 20 years, he’s
semester. Vandivier said that the Monterey Whaling Comonly been with ALNM for the past eight months.
pany is ALNM’s "mainstay gig" in hopes of promoting their
"Their other drummer left them high and dry," Morris
album.
said. "They’d heard about me somewhere so I did some gigs
Vandivier studied at the Berkelee College of Music in
with them and then the album."
Boston, where he had a chance to study with noted jazz
While Morris is ALNM’s regular live drummer. Silliguitarist Pat Methenv.
"I mainly came out here because of the weather," Vanman and Smith sit in for him on occassion. Silliman and
Smith also made contributions on the album as Silliman
divier said, "but there is predominantly a different jazz
played everything from temple bells to wind chimes to constyle out here. I went to San Jose State because of the good
gas. Smith took care of the percussion arrangement on one
music department."
of Vandivier’s instrumentals on the album.
Vandivier also added that everyone in ALNM has differ"It’s not that hard to play a lot of percussion instruent musical influences, but they tried to channel them all
ments," said Silliman who drummed in last night’s schedtogether for the album which was released in August. The
uled performance and expects to graduate in May.
album was co-produced by Vandivier and keyboardist Ed
"This band allows me to have a good variety," Silliman
Manning and has been distributed through Tower Records
added.
"And as far as the variety of drummers goes, it’s
and at ALNM’s live shows.
easy because we all know the tunes so well."
But, Vandiver would have to take credit for getting the
Silliman said he met Vandivier at Marriott’s Great
former and current SJSU music majors into ALNM and onto
America four years ago while the two were working there
the album.
not long before Smith and Vandivier met. In fact, Vandivier
"I played with Ed and Dave in some other groups,"
and Smith used to play in the Spartan Pub with the band
Vandivier said, "and we thought it would be good to have
Egress. Smith is currently in a Latin/jazz fusion band called
them on the album."
Canoneo.
Vandiver. 29, has been in ALNM since he came to Cali"Rick and I had worked together," Smith said, "and he
fornia from Boston to attend SJSU four years ago. But,
asked me if I wanted to do the percussion arrangement a
Vandivier )who graduated last spring) has been just one of
the many members included in ALNM’s numerous line-up
tune for him. It was a good oppurtunity."
According to Silliman, Finders, the other SJSU music
changes since Manning started the group eight years ago as
departmant product, is free-lancing as a trombonist in New
a pit band.
"I think we’ve easily gone through at least 15 memYork. He recently appeared in the Broadway musical
"Cats."
bers," Manning said, "but I really like the line-up we have
Smith, as well as Morris, highly praise the SJSU music
now."
department, especially instructor Tony Cirone.
Manning, 25, became interested in jazz while he was
"He’s internationally known percussionist and comattending Stanford and majoring in English literature/creaposer," Smith said. "He’s given San Jose State quite a good
tive writing.
reputation."
"I played in the Stanford jazz band," Manning said,
But, as far as ALNM is concerned, Vandivier said that
"and thought it was really hip. I’ve always had an aversion
the group will continue to promote their current album beto wealth, so I thought I’d be a writer and a musician and be
fore putting out another.
poor for the rest of my life."
"We did a video for ViaCom that’s suppose to be aired
Manning, the ex-Stanford Cardinal, has no qualms
again soon," Vandivier said. "It was interesting to see ourabout working with the many former and current Spartans.
selves from the front.
"They’re all accomplished musicians," Manning added.
"We also want to keep doing gigs and parties during the
Manning said that ALNM experienced so many lineup
holidays," Vandivier added. "We just want to keep busy,
changes for so long, due to graduation or the departure of its
promote the album and see about spreading out. It’s intermembers. That was until he met Vandivier in 1979 and
esting and sometimes frustrating, but it’s rewarding to see
that’s when the chain reaction started.
something we spent’s many hours on being ’appreciated "
.
"I knew a guitar player who as a friend. if.
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Passing the time with
Dennis Miller’s BFA show
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By Denice Chambers
Dennis Miller’s Bachelor of Fine Arts show in the
Art Building is drawing a
crowd. Actually, Miller is
drawing a crowd. At least
he’s painted one. Miller’s
show, "Still Waiting to
Pass the Time Away," on
display in gallery eight on
the third floor of the Art
building, is running until
December 9.
Miller paints six portraits and/or crowd shots,
with bold strokes in oil
paints. Each person is a diverse combination of colors: blue and green tinted
skin, purple fading to blue
cheeks, red, green and yellow hair, with a muted
back-ground. The faces are
virtually expressionless,
save the disinterest in their
eyes.
long-necked
These
men, except for possibly
one woman, have chiseled,
yet washed-out features.
There are distinctive lines
representing the noses and
the lips, but the rest of the
faces are blurred in fantas-

tic colors. Miller’s use of
color is experimental, mixing colors that usually
don’t go together, but the
result is extremely effective. Instead of a group of
colorful new-wavers, Miller’s characters appear to
be bathed in the reflections
of lights on a stage.
These clusters of humanity have a vague resemblence to Miller himself They also bear a

resemblance to the Who’s
Pete Townshend. His sad,
distant characters grab the
viewer and hold you hostage. It gives the feeling of
being sucked into the
crowd scene.
The sterility of the
white gallery plays off the
colors of the paintings by
forcing you to look specifically at each portrait.
Three of the paintings appear to be portraits, while

"It Had To Be You," TheaterWest’s latest, has it’s moments, but it may not be for you.
The production stars Christine Ray, KNBR radio personality, and Gary Ferry, channel 36 all-night movies host,
both of which have extensive theater experience.
The story, written by Renee Taylor and Joseph Bologna,
is about the ’relationship’ of Theda Blau, a health food nut,
failed actress, and hopeful playwright, and Vito Pignoli, a
successful TV commercial director.
After an unsuccessful audition, Blau brings Pignoli back
to her tenament apartment and holds him "hostage" by
seducing him, hiding his clothes, locking the door, etc.
Her objective on Christmas Eve is marriage and partnership in her playwrighting aspiriations. His only objective
is finding a ride home in snowed-in New York.
The play’s basic problems are in it’s production. In the
first scene, the lighting cut off Ferry’s head. Also, the
changes between scenes throughout the drama were very
long.
Another possible problem was the inappropriate music
choices played at various times during the performance.
Besides that, the sound of a guitar drifted through the theater occassionally during the performance, leading me to
believe that it was not part of the show.
One more shortcoming is that the characters don’t
really mesh together very well. Ray is energetic and intense, while Ferry is low key.
But if you like cutdowns and comebacks, you’ll more
than likely enjoy this play.
There’s plenty of funny moments in the first act, like the
seduction scene in which Pignoli says he doesn’t have a
lovely wife, but has an "ugly cat that’s proud of me."
The second act gets slower and more serious but still
has its moments. Pignoli tells Blau that he’s going to take
her out to a restaurant and buy her the best home-cooked
meal money can buy.
After the show. Ferry described the play as being "Ann
with two ’N’s’."
ca
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another could be a bar
scene, and yet another appears to be just faces in a
crowd. All but one lack
eyes that capture emotion.
In the largest painting and
the largest crowd, Miller
defines the eyes. These
eyes
hold
loneliness.
Maybe it’s a message.
Miller’s show is wellworth seeing, but you better hurry, there’s a crowd
there already.
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Christmas comedy
rings true despite flaws
By Eric Hermstad
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With only two people, it could drag on, but this play
doesn’t, Ferry said. This play calls for a lot of feedback from
the audience, and "they picked up the subtle nuances."
"Since there’s only two, we’ve got to count on each
other," Ray said. "There’s not a woman in the world who
hasn’t felt these emotions."
"It’s great to interract with an audience who shares
those emotions," Ferry said. "It’s an extremely difficult
production to do."
"It Had To Be You" runs Thursdays through Saturdays
at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 7 p.m. at the Old Town Theater in
Los Gatos.
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U2 live

Cougar

Under A Blood Red
Sky
U2
By Dave Reznicek
It should come as no
real surprise that Under A
Blood Red Sky, the live release by Ireland’s U2 is a
white-hot representation of
the group’s vibrant and
uplifting concert perforances.
After all, U2 is one of
the best live bands to come
out of the new wave. And
Under A Blood Red Sky is
one of the best live testaments to the power of
music to come out of any
era.
From the start in 1979,
U2 was practically engulfed by excited and slobwho,
critics,
bering
ecstatic over their stripped
down and guitar dominated sound, were quick to
pin the "saviour of rock
and roll" tag on the young
band.
There was something
pure and untainted about
U2.
Legend has it that lead
singer Bono Vox first
gained attention because of
the burning stares received by those looking
him in the eye during performances. Vox was a
brash newcomer to the
music scene, and didn’t
seem to know that a new
wave frontman was supposed to look fashionably
bored up on stage.
Their first album, Boy,
was a minor masterpiece,
featuring a collection of anthems that raged on in the
spirit of youth and growth.
Live. U2 was instantly
recognized as a band to be
reckoned with. Mass popularity, however wouldn’t
come for two more albums.
Instead, inferior bands like
A Flock of Seagulls and
Duran Duran gained in -

Uh-Huh
John Cougar Mellencamp

slant popularity by pushing style over content.
U2 refused to compromise.
Their second offering
was the largely unappreciated October. Slagged by
many as a mere rehashing
of Boy, the album’s sound
was similar, but the
themes were much different. October was Christian
slanted modern music,
with
religious
images
abounding in songs like
"Gloria" ("Oh Lord, I’d
give it to you"), and "Rejoice."
U2 remained a cult
band on the verge.
They retreated into the
studio with their faithful
producer Steve Lillywhite
XTC, Peter Gabriel) and
emerged with War, an
album
whose
major
themes deal with peace
and hope. Buoyed by the
MTV popularity of "New
Years Day" and "Sunday
Bloody Sunday," War went
platinum, and U2 was suddenly an arena band.
Under A Blood Red
Sky is the follup to War,and
it features three songs
from the album."Bloody
Sunday" is preceded by the
Bono declaration that "A
lot has been said about this
song. . perhaps too much.
This is not a rebel song."
Blood Red includes two
songs not found on previous releases. The treat is
"Party Girl" originally titled "Trash Trampoline

and the Party Girl." It is
possibly the only love song
ever written by Bono and
shows a tender and sensual
side that U2 has till now
ignored. He would be wise
to write more songs like it.
The other ’new’ song is
"11 O’Clock Tick Tock," a
live staple since the band’s
initial tour. "11 O’Clock" is
an average U2 song which
still makes it very good.
But not outstanding.
The best song on the lp
is "The Electric Co.," off
of Boy. Originally released
as an import single as
"Cry/The Electric Co.,"
this version finds the group
adding different lyrics,
creating a new sense of urgency.
U2 includes faithful
versions of "I Will Follow," and "Gloria," the
hits off their first two albums. The studio recordings of these songs are so
hot that embellishing is
really not needed.
The album has only
eight songs, and comes at a
much reduced price. It
would be a bargain at full
price.
Under A Blood Red
Sky is a triumph. A mixture of hits and obscurities,
it does what few live albums do, offering versions
that improve on the originals without seriously altering the intended form.
And it delivers loads of
power, passion and sweat.
Maybe U2 are the saviours after all.
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By Mark Johnson
Once you get past the
fruity-looking kitsch art
album cover there’s some
good rock and roll to be
found on John Cougar’s
newest release "Uh-Huh."
The cover illustration
of Cougar surrounded by
little angels with horns is
reminescent of those weird
paintings of little animals
with abnormally large
eyes that for some perverse reason became popular a few years back. But,
like they say, you can’t always judge a book (or an
album) by its cover.
Cougar’s new music
sounds like a cross between Exile on Main
Street-era Rolling Stones
and Bruce Springsteen,
with a little something new
and different added, which
is definitely all Cougar.
Cougar has even made
an effort to acknowledge
the Stones side of his inspiration, printing a "Special
thanks to the Rolling
Stones for never takin’ the
livin’ room off the records
when we were kids," on the
inner sleeve.
Side one of kicks off
with "Crumblin’ Down," a
rocking ballad that tells of
Cougar’s trials and tribulations with a previously unappreciative media.
But these days the
media, as well as the general public, is all but unappreciative of Cougar’s
music. As a matter of fact,
Cougar has gained enough
general acceptance to start
going
by
his
true
name. . . almost.
The
name on the cover of "UhHuh" reads "John Cougar
Mellencamp."
Years ago when Cougar got his first big recording break, his then-manager, Tony DeFries, forced
the last name of Cougar on
him because he felt that a
name like Mellencamp
would not go over too well
with the listening public.
The next cut, "Pink
Houses," may well be the
highlight of the whole
album. Cougar says the
inspiration
for
"Pink

Houses" came to him during a ride home from the
Indianapolis airport on an
elevated road. Cougar
looked down from his
perch on the super highway and saw an old black
man sitting in front of a
little pink house with a cat
on his lap staring up at the
car with a contented smile
on his face.
"It was obvious that he
really thought he had it
made in life," reflects Cougar, "but he had this damn
six-lane highway running
through his front yard."
The rest of side one
contains similar high-quality rock and roll and wraps
up with "Warmer Place to
Sleep," another ballad
type rocker in which Cougar attempts to explain
some of the mysteries of
life.
Side two continues on a
similar note with "Jackie
0," "Play Guitar," "Serious Business," "Lovin’
Mother Fo Ya," and ends
with "Golden Gates."
All in all "Uh-Huh" is
original, high-quality rock
and roll music, the kind
you don’t have to turn up to
make sound good, but will
nonetheless pass the maximum volume test if you’re
in the mood.

in his songs. The album includes such songs as "That
Ain’t No Way To Live,"
"Are You Gonna Stay With
Me Again," and "I Love
Her Anyway."
It’s amazing to discover how much Gibson
sounds like Jackson and
Stevie Wonder. His feelings, moods, and attitudes
are so sincere that the listener can’t help but get into
the songs. For example,
"Start It All Again"and
"Standing On The One"
are songs where Gibson
talks about God. He is saying that as human beings
we have a foundation and
have to be willing to say
yes to life regardless of
how tough it gets.
In "Start It All Again"
Gibson sings about how to
get back on the right track,
turn it all around, and start
putting our lives back together.
Gibson’s early exposure to singing influenced

Debut
Standing On the Run
John Gibson
By Luther Mitchell
John Gibson isn’t a
household name in the record industry yet, but give
him time and he’ll be just
as well known as Michael
Jackson, Paul McCartney,
David Bowie, or B.B. King.
Gibson, 21, San Francisco born and San Jose
raised, has hit the industry
with a bang. His debut
album "Standing On The
One," on the Solar-Constellation label, has startled
local radio stations. The
title song is currently being
played on station KBLX.
Gibson, who is managed by KSJS general
manager Joel Wyrick and
his father Stan, makes it
clear that making our environment and making our
nation a better place is his
album’s angle. He expresses a sensitive, caring,
and God-loving approach

his desire to want to turn
professional. He said he always "had this fantasy
about making it as a big
performer and a big time
singer."
For years Gibson has
had to live with the pestering feedback from people
who have compared his
voice to Jackson’s and
Wonder’s.
He said a teacher told
him that despite the fact he
sounded like Wonder, he
would have to change his
style if he was going to succeed.
Unlike other artists
such as Prince, Rick
James and Black Sabbath,
whose music focuses on
drugs, sex, and "super
freaks," Gibson’s music
projects a positive image:
one that children can identify with.
Gibson is trying to project a positive image to the
public with "Standing On
The One." No drugs, no
wild sex, but present a
clean cut person, whose inare
positive,
tentions
wholesome, and down to
earth.
For those who haven’t
heard of John Gibson,
please stay on the lookout.
Regardless of who people
say he sounds like someone
else, he has a unique quality in his singing ability
and music.
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reel to reel

Winger is a winner in ’Terms’
By Jeff Barbosa
After her appearances in ’Urban Cowboy" and "An
Officer and a Gentleman," Debra Winger emerged as one of
film’s leading actresses. In "Terms of Endearment" she
gives her best performance to date, playing a young woman
(Emma Horton) struggling to raise three children and
struggling even harder to deal with her life’s tragedies,
which include an unfaithful husband and cancer.
Her mother, Aurora Greenway (Shirley MacLaine I is
despondent upon reaching her 50th birthday (or is it her 52nd
like her physician claims?), disapproving of Emma’s choice
for a husband, the womanizing Flap Horton (Jeff Daniels),
and lonely in her Houston home.
It is Emma and Aurora’s constant efforts to overcome
their insecurities that gives "Terms of Endearment" the
realism lacking in many of today’s movies.
The film is helped by another strong performance from
Jack Nicholson, who plays Aurora’s free spirited ex-astronaut neighbor, Garrett Breedlove.
Nicholson’s role is limited, as it was in "Reds" ( as Eugene O’Neill), but he makes the most of it

Her mother rallies to her side, demanding straight -forGarret is a playboy who loves fast cars and fast women,
but he is rejected by Aurora at first because she finds him ward answers on Emma’s condition from doctors and
screaming at nurses for not giving Emma pain killers at the
disgusting.
Later, Aurora decides to invite Garrett into her house proper time.
"Terms of Endearment" is a movie worth seeing befor a romp in the bed.
Although their relationship is strained by Aurora’s not cause the characters involved are real, everyday people
wanting to need someone and Garrett’s wanting to avoid any with common problems, whether it’s paying grocery bills,
form of commitment, the two recognize their special feel- dealing with an unfaithful mate, coping with middle age,
raising a family, or preparing for death.
ings for each other.
The movie focuses on MacLaine and Winger’s changing
Meanwhile, Emma is trying to raise a family in Iowa
and keep a marriage together. Her husband Flap is a college relationship. At the beginning of the movie it’s strictly a
instructor struggling to make ends meet. Aside from getting typical mother-daughter relationship with MacLaine critthe kids off to school everyday and wondering why her hus- icizing Winger’s fiancee and nagging her about her clothes.
band does not come home some nights, Emma worries But when Emma’s marriage falters and Aurora’s
relationship with Garrett develops, the two become closer
about her family’s financial difficulties.
When she discovers that her husband is having an af- than ever before and their relationship is more like that of
sisters.
fair, she indulges in one herself.
After the usual bombardment of cheap sexploitation
Later, while getting a flu shot with her daughter, the
doctor informs Emma she has some lumps by her armpit films released during the summer, it’s refreshing to know
that should be examined. The lumps are malignant and Hollywood can still produce a thoughtful picture about normal people and their emotions.
Emma begins to realize that she is dying.

? Winners and losers coming for Christmas
By Carrie Hagen

t

December is the traditional month when
the studios dump all of their films onto the
unwary public in a last-ditch effort to either
make their bid for this year’s Oscars, or get
rid of all of the films which have been collecting dust on the shelves.
This season promises some excellent
films, and some real losers.
Opening this weekend in San Jose is the
Barbra Streisand film "Yentl." The film
was co-written, produced, directed, and
stars Streisand. Described as "a film with
music," not a "musical," the film has received mixed reviews so far. It tells the
story of a young Jewish woman who disguises herself as a man so that she can learn
and study the Torah.
Another film with a strong female lead
is "Silkwood," starring Meryl Streep. The
film is based on the true story of Karen Silkwood, who died in a mysterious car accident

while she was attempting to expose the dangers in the plutonium plant in which she
worked. Expect an acadmey award nomination for Streep.
"The Dresser" is an award-winning
Broadway play-turned-movie about the life
and relationships in a touring stage company. It stars Albert Finney and Tom Courtenay ( who played the title role in the play).
The film takes place in Britain during
World War II. Finney plays Sir, an actormanager who has given his soul to his career. Courtenay is his dresser, Norman,
equally passionate about the theater and
dedicated to his master, but wryly aware of
Sir’s frequently unreasonable demands.
For action film fans, the one to see is
Clint Eastwood in the latest chapter in the
life of "Dirty" Harry Callahan. The film
was shot in San Francisco and Santa Cruz
and if you don’t blink you may see a wellknown SJSU sorority in a beach scene. ’Nuff

said.
If comedy is more your style, Mel
Brooks has a new one, "To Be or Not to Be,"
a remake of the great classic film about a
Polish acting troupe which becomes involved in an outrageous scheme to save the
Polish underground during World War II.
The film stars Brooks and wife Anne Bancroft. The film includes satiric songs, and
the composer is John Morris, who gave us

the classic "Springtime for Hitler" from
Brooks’ film "The Producers.’
Of course, no preview would be complete without a few warnings. There are several movies coming out you should beware
of. Two that sound the worst are the new
John Travolta-Olivia Newton-John film,
"Two of a Kind." And Bert Reynold’s "The
Man Who Loved Women." I think the titles
say it all
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curtain call

Aesop’s Fables jazzed up
Age old tales of morality receive a musical rejuvination in SJSU production
By Jeff Barbosa

If you like Aesop’s Fables and jazz and rock music, now
you can listen to each of them at the same time.
"Aesop’s Fables," a jazz and rock musical, is a joint
production of the Music and Theatre Arts Department made
up of dance, music and drama majors.
"I guess the proper word for this production would be a
rock opera in as much as there are no spoken lines. In other
words, all of the text is sung." Michael West the musical
director of "Aesop’s Fables" said last week during rehearsal.
"This creates kind of a paradox because the students
are not being called upon to speak lines in a dramatic way,"
West said. "The acting is very physical in nature. It’s almost a kind of mime and dance."
"Aesop’s Fables" was composed about 10 years ago by
William Russo. It consisiz of 11 Aesop Fables, including
some of the best and least known, West said.
"The composer chose 11 that he felt were theatrical in
nature and would be easy to represent on stage," he said.
West, who was music director for SJSU’s production of
"Fiddler on the Roof" last spring, was involved with the
original production of "Aesop’s Fables."
He said the orginal production was done by the Columbie College Center for New Music in Chicago, which is where
the composer of the piece resides and teaches.
West described the production as "a cartoon."
"In many cases we’re not doing literal imitations of the
various animals in the piece," he said. "The concept here is
almost as if the players in the cast are children who have
been read these stories and are acting them out in their own
way."
West said it is difficult coordinating rehearsal times for
the production because of the two different classes involved.
Another challenge was a lack of experience among cast
members.
"The theater students we have, are for the most part,
experienced in drama, but have little singing experience. On
the other hand, I have some music students in the cast who
are very strong singers, but who have had little experience
with movement and acting onstage."
Merging various backgrounds has been a challenge for
everyone. West said, but has also provided the castmembers
the opportunity to learn from one another.
Each castmember plays a different character in each of

The fable is: "Mice in Counsel," the moral is "Let those who propose be prepared to do..."
the 11 fables and different students play the lead roles.
One change in the production from the show 10 years
ago is the music.
"Ten years ago the musical style in which this piece was
written was contemporary," West said. "Since then the
style of popular music has really changed and it has become
much more electronic and we’re using more and more of the
elements of jazz and other kinds of musical influences of the
pop music of today."
This is the first time "Aesop’s Fables" has appeared on

the West Coast, he said.
Russo, who will have one of his symphonic pieces performed in April by the San Jose Symphony, will be in attendance opening night, West said.
"Aesop’s Fables" will be presented for four performances starting tonight and running through Saturday at
the Studio Theatre on Fifth and San Fernando Streets. Curtain. time is 8 p.m., except for Saturday’s 2:30 matinee.
Tickets can be purchased by visiting the University Theatre
Box Office or at the door one hour before performances.
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A scene from The Lion and the Mouse. The moral: "Small friends can be
good friends."
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Larry Noble in SJSU’s production of Aesop’s Fables.
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Liza Murphy

Liza Murphy

Musical director Michael West gives guidance for the rock
1 *musical ’Aesop’s Fables.’

The Fable: The Fox and the Stork. The Moral: "Deceivers
mustn’t be surprised if they are paid in kind."

Liza Murphy
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Some fun with Irish folk
By Gail Taylor
Folk music is definitely not one of my favorite forms of
entertainment so naturally when I heard about the folk band
that was playing in the Student Union, I wasn’t exactly
especially when it turned out to be
thrilled with the idea
Irish music at that.
I have to admit however that my preconceived notions
of folk music proved to be wrong. It wasn’t at all what I
thought it would be, and I have to give the credit to Shanachie, the unique Irish folk band that knows how to capture an
audience.
With guitars, a mandelin, and a folk banjo, the four
members of Shanachie entertained a crowd of people Monday afternoon with Bluegrass melodies, as well as Irish and
Scottish songs.
"Shanachie" is an Irish word meaning "storyteller."
The band’s music reflects the people, the lands, and the
times in which the songs were written. The leader of the
band, Jim Rivera, found in his travels to Ireland that "there
is a direct realationship between American songs and other
countries."
"A Protest Medeley," one of the American songs performed, reminds people of the tragedy that has ge-:e before
us to make us what we are today, Rivera said. The story
ends on a happy note expressing that the hope we have now
rests upon people living in peace and harmony.
The stories expressed through their music present a
rare type of entertainment. The audience joined in with
clapping and foot-tapping to the entertaining sounds that
accompanied each story.
"It’s gotta be happy," said Rivera. "Our whole key is to
have fun and get people to participate. Once people are
clapping, there’s no longer a separation between us and the
audience."
The enthusiasm generated from the band creates energy and adds life to songs that would have otherwise put me
to sleep. Their different musical approach added a whole
new dimension to folk.
Their afternoon performance also included a
"Bluegrass Medley," from their one and only album, and a
Scottish song that was sung acapella.
My favorite song was a gospel-county hymn called "I’ll
Fly Away." The song lifted the spirit and left me with a
feeling of joy that I never thought I’d get from listening to
folk music.
By using a variety of techniques, such as a "musical
circle of fifths" and changes between voices and instruments, the band turns simple songs into dynamic and energetic tunes.

Liza Murphy
.1i in Rivera ( Aith banjo) peers into the crowd as Tim Roldger looks on.

Shanachie was formed four years ago as a church folk
dance group in Campbell. The Cupertino-based group now
performs at St. Joseph’s Church in San Jose. as well as
many other places.
"Our music was originally geared for audiences between the ages of 35 to 50, but we started playing for schools
as well," Rivera said.
After getting involved with "the young audience program." which holds assemblies at schools, the band has
found a whole new audience among junior high and high
school students.
The rock and roll craze among young people has not
stopped the band from gaining success. They have been
welcomed by so much positive reaction, Rivera said, that
the group now does up to four school shows a week.
The band has also played at many of the local colleges.
This is their fourth appearance at SJSU.
Competing with rock and roll has not been something
the band has tried to do, Rivera said.’ We developed our own
style because we wanted to be ourselves and not copy any
one else," he said. "It’s been an uphill struggle, but we’ve
maintained unique quality music for the past four years."
The band has also performed at special events such as
the "Gilroy Garlic Festival," "Tapestry in Talent," and the
Sunnyvale Art Fair. All of their jobs result from people
hearing them."There are people who think we are really a
big deal," Rivera said modestly.
Shanachie is an extraordinary folk band that is making
a name for itself and making people happy at the same time.

1.17,(1

Murphy

Shanachie engage in four- part harmony.
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’Battlefield’ offers ’pure’ science fiction
By Sam White
"Terl looked at his book. He inserted
one of his talons to keep his place and
thumped the volume against his knee. ’I
think you’re wrong,’ he mused. ’There was
something to these creatures. Before we
came along, it says here, they had towns on
every continent. They had flying machines
and boats. They even appear to have fired
off stuff into space . . ’ "
"I hope you enjoy this novel. It is the
only one I ever wrote just to amuse myself,"
writes L. Ron Hubbard in the introduction ti
"Battlefield Earth: A Saga of the Year
Nealy a half-million words in length,
"Battlefield Earth" is the largest science
fiction story ever written and according to
Hubbard, is pure science fiction. No fantasy. The book was written in celebration of
his golden anniversary as a professional
writer.
So what is pure fiction, you ask? Hubbard says it is not the result of a scientific
development, but rather the herald of possibility. It is the plea that someone should
work on the future. Yet it is not prophecy.
When you mix science fiction with fantasy
you do not have a pure genre, says Hubbard.
To be credible, science fiction has to be
based on some degree of plausibility; fantasy gives you no limits at all.
Comprised of 32 parts, "Battlefield

Earth" is a translation from the language of
the dominant race of the story, the Psychlos, to English. Some 1200 years after a
terrible disaster has occurred, the earth is
now owned by the Psychlos. The Psychlos
are a tyrannical and oppressive group of
conquerors of 16 universes. A handful of humans still survive, and only in a primitive
state.
The story’s main character, Jonnie
Goodboy Tyler, is one of the few remaining
humans. He is deeply concerned for the survival of his people as he sses their number
dwindling year after year, through death by
disease and very few new-borns.
Since he is convinced that their illnesses
are linked to the mountain community in
which they reside, Jonnie resolves to leave
the mountains and search out someplace
else to move his people to. And so begins a
myriad of adventures for Jonnie which
bring him close to death at every turn.
Disaster strikes within the first few
days of travel: He is captured by Terl, a
Psychlo, whose villainous, devious and vicious nature is almost unbelievable, except
for the art of the author in characterizing
him.
Terl has his own secret dreams for personal wealth and power and escape from the
accursed planet Earth. The achievement of
his plans requires the use of "animal" man -

things, and Jonnie becomes his "animal" to
be used ( along with other humans whose
capture he has already planned) and then
annihilated.
Though near death after his initial capture, Jonnie’s drive to survive pulls him
through, and after careful observation, he
eventually learns, at least in part, what happened to his planet and his people at the
hands of the Psychlos.
He also learns the one weakness the
Psycholos possess: When in the immdeiate
vicinity of uranium, they experience severe
respiratory difficulties. He is certain now
why people in the mountains are dying off,
for there is uranium in the mountains and he
has learned of its effect on the human body.
Jonnie knows what he has to do to save
his people and his planet. It could very likely
cost him his life, but he must try. His crusade is a soliloquy of a man alone against
hopeless odds, passionately dedicated to
saving the human race. Here, the reader

,-

Dr. Gonzo goes Hawaiian
in ’The Curse of Lono’
By Mark Johnson
Dr. Gonzo himself, Hunter S. Thompson, has gone public for the first time in the
over four years since he wrote "The Great
Shark Hunt." This time instead of stalking
sharks he’s after Kona Bay marlin and high
times on the Big Island.
Thompson’s new book "The Curse of
Lono" begins with Thompson and his artist side kick Ralph Steadman being sent on an
all-expenses-paid assignment to cover the
Honolulu Marathon for Runners Magazine.
Naturally, Thompson winds up spending the
majority of his time getting sidetracked by
the usual assortment of genuinely weird
people and dangerous drugs. He only devotes about ten of the 160 pages in the paperback to the Honolulu Marathon. The rest is
pure Gonzo Journalism at its finest, sprinkled with brief excerpts from Mark Twain’s
"Letters From Hawaii," and Richard
Hough’s "The Last Voyage of Captain
James Cook."
Thompson’s
writing style hasn’t
changed a bit since his first book "Hells
Angels: A Strange and Terrifying Saga of
Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs." He continues to
write almost exclusively in the first person.
Rather than relaying the story through the
eyes of others, Thompson becomes the conduit and sometimes the cause of the havoc
that surrounds him. The only truely straight
third-person writing contained in the books
are found in the excerpts from Twain and
Hough.
The Hough quotes are especially appropriate. recounting the primative Hawaiian
natives’ initial misconception in believing
that Cook, the first white discoverer of the
islands, was the embodiment of Lono, the
sacred god of the season of relaxation and
abundance. Likewise. Thompson, through
no intentional effort, gets many of the mod-

ern day Hawaiians believing that he is the
incarnation of the second coming of Lono.
After a brief stay on Oahu covering the
Marathon. Thompson and Steadman head
for the Big Island. Steadman soon grows
weary of island life and Thompson’s weird
friends, and returns to his home in Britain.
Thompson seizes the opportunity to charge
up a fortune on Steadman’s room at the
Hotel King Kamehameha and proceeds to
drive the locals crazy.
Along with his new-found friend Captain
Steve, Thompson scours Kona Bay in search
of the giant marlin.
Thompson finally catches his marlin
and slays it with the ancient Samoan war
club he purchased to crush ice with back on
Oahu. When he and Captain Steve return to
port, Thompson drags the giant fish from
the boat onto the pier, lets out a fierce war
cry, and starts beating on the fish with his
Samoan war club, much to the wonderment
of the locals gathered there. At this point
rumors of the second coming of Lono begin
circulating up and down the Kona
coast.Af ter a few more strange scenes with
the locals, Thompson himself starts beieving he is Lono.
As Thompson breaks taboo after taboo
the natives begin to get restless,and in the
end he is forced to set up shop in the ancient
City of Refuge, the only place where he is
safe from the irate islanders.
As we leave the good doctor we find him
huddled in his island hut with a bottle of
Wild Turkey in one hand and an island
maiden in the other, lashing together his
tapes and notes into some sort of salable
literary work.
The Curse of Lono is published by Ban tarn Books and is currently available in paperback only for $9.95.

feels the emotional force created by the author in this endeavor to save mankind. This
is true for the reader in quite a number of
instances throughout the story, including
feeling a personal loathing and disgust for
the Psychlos, Terl, and every evil he represents.
Jonnie decides that he must overthrow
the evil Psychlos and bring to an end their
misdeeds against his people. He must discover the secret to their power. This resolve
takes him on yet another series of adventures, resulting in long hard battles, a perilous life, and an amazing conclusion that
only a writer of "pure" science fiction could
produce.
"Battlefield Earth: A Saga of the Year
3000" is a novel of excitement, danger, adventue and explicitly described advanced
technologies and sciences. And though it
may prove to be a bit lengthy to even the
most avid "si-fl" fans, it is fast-paced, written in a modern style, and very enjoyable.

SAN JOSE
MARKET PLAZA
Dear Customers.
The Merchants of the San Jose
Market Plaza wish to express our
’ sincere thanks to all the fine
people who have visited and
shopped at the Market Plaza.
S
To show our appreciation. every
JVP
Monday. Wednesday and Friday.
beginning November 21st and ending
Dec. 9. 1983, the Market Plaza will
have a drawing every hour for
valuable gifts. A total in $2.000
worth of gifts will be given away
!!EVERY HOUR A FREE GIFT!!
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
Hurry Be a Winner!! Come to
the San Jose Market Plaza! Get
an entry blank from any of our
fine merchants and you too can
win a fabulous gift!
$14.95
LCD Pen Watches
Professional. 16(X) Watt
$39.95
Hair Stylers
20 PCS Fine China Starter
$44.95
Set (Service for 4)
Lucite 5 -Function Desk
$9 95
Clock

Black & White TV Sets ... $129.95
3 PCS Pool Cue W /Case .. $19.95
AM/FM. Radio & Headset .$19.95
Musical Figurines (Hummel
$14.95
Copies)
$269 95
Color TV Set

OPEN 10AM-6PM MON-SAT
San Jose Market Plaza

,,,

2 N. FIRST ST.. SAN JOSE 293-0150
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Beer, boogie woogie
from the ’Godfather’
By Mark Johnson
Beer and boogie woogie
flowed through the Keystone
Palo Alto Saturday night as
John Lee Hooker made his
yearly appearance there, to
both the fans’ and bartenders’ delight.
to
one
According
Keystone bartender, alcohol
up
fifty
percent
sales went
at the club as soon as
Hooker took over the
stage."There’s something
about this guy’s music that
makes people drink," the
bartender commented as he
counted up the healthy till
he had accumulated.
Perhaps there is something in the Mississippi
Delta style blues that
Hooker sings and plays that
makes people "feel like having another."
"Have mercy! Lord,
somebody put a curse on
me!" Hooker shouted between the classic blues licks
he ripped out for the
Keystone audience during
his hour-and-a -half set.
"Tell it John Lee! Tell
it!" returned a beer wielding spectator

And "tell it" Hooker did the Yardbirds to Canned
until 1:45 a.m., when the Heat. He also played a
house lights went back on . cameo role as a street musiand the unwilling crowd was cian in the film "The Blues
ushered out of the club and Brothers."
He has been through no
into the parking lot. Many of
them continued dancing and less than three divorces.
singing their way to their The latest splitup concerned
cars, their own blues obvi- a raven-haired 24-year-old
in 1982. But he has apparously forgotten.
At age 66, Hooker still ently worn through it all
belts out the blues like a well, accumulating and colyoung man in his prime. His lecting a whole new arsenal
bulldog face and calloused of blues in his soul to belt out
hands tell a story in them- to his listening audience at a
selves; the story of a blues- later date.
"Texas
Slim,"
the
man who sings from experi"Boogie Man," and the
ence.
It’s hard to believe that "Hook" are a few of the
this man has been playing names Hooker has gone by.
basically the same kind of But to many, he is known as
music since the end of World the Godfather of the Blues.
Hooker picked up his
War II, especially when you
consider the fact that licks around Detroit and
Hooker was virtually un- Chicago during a time when
known to the general public many of the original bluesuntil the mid ’50s. His big hit men of the early 1980’s were
"Boogie ChiIlen" brought old but still alive and jamhim initial fame, and from ming. Most of them were
then on he couldn’t be just about ready to pass on
through the pearly gates.
stopped.
Hooker has since played Hooker, in effect, played the
for audiences around the part of a godfather to the
world and sat in with every- blues when he picked them
body from Muddy Waters to up from their original fathers and nurtured them as
a godfather would his orphaned godson.
Godfather or not, this
old
man
showed
the
Keystone audience what the
color blue is all about.
The show opened with
Twelve Fingered Wally who
played some nice blues and
boogie piano music for
about the first 45 minutes of
the show. Wally played like
he had 12 fingers, but it was
a shame that he got stuck
playing the poorly tuned
Keystone Club house piano.
Look for this guy in the future; as soon as he gets hold
of a decent piano he will definitely go places.
Another pleasant surprise was the second band,
Teddy Jay and the Bonus
Band. No one seemed to
know who they were or
where they came from when
they first came on stage, but
it was obvious that that
night’s audience will not
soon forget them.
Looking back on it all,
any one of the warm up
bands at the Keystone that
night could have played top
bill if they were better
known. Perhaps, like Texas
Slim, someday they will.

I
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Above left: The
legendary John Lee
Hooker sings the
blues.
Left: John Lee
Hooker enchants the
*eft&
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Final Word isn’t exactly final this week, but it’s
large.
Sorry
certainly
about the displacement,
a
Merry
have
and
Christmas!

THEATER

TheatreWorks in Palo
Alto will present "Oliver!"
Dec. 10-31. The musical
version of Charles Dickens’ "Oliver Twist," the
play tells of an orphan in
the London of the 1840’s.
TheatreWorks will have a
gala post-show reception
for the Christmas and New
Year’s Eve performances,
as well as opening night.
Tickets and information for "Oliver!" are
the
through
available
CAPA Community Box Of415/329-2623.CH
fice,
* * *
A.C.T. will be showing
"A Christmas Carol" for
the eighth consecutive
year through Dec. 24. The
tale of the miser, Ebenezer
Scrooge, and his path to redemption will have the language and spirit of the
original Dicken’s story and
will incorporate a musical
score of Christmas carols
and festive dances. This is
definitely a play for the
whole family, and a great
first play for the young
child. In addition, there’s
good fun and interesting
special effects for the older
audience member.CH
*
Francisco’s
San
Theatre on the Square will
be performing "Bullshot
Crummond," the hilarious
comedy which has become
a Bay Area theater tradition. The play originated in
San Francisco in 1949. The
story is presented in the
style of a 1950’s Saturday
matinee serial.
movie
Each character is a caricature. It is a faced-paced
comedy.
Tickets are $18-$20.
Shows are Tues.-Thurs. at
8 p.m., Fri -Sat. at 8:30,
Sun. at 7 p.m., and Sat. and
Sun. matinees at 3.CH
*
The Saratoga Chamber Theatre is performing
"My Three Angels," a
Christmas comedy. This is
the same play on which the
Humphrey Bogart movie,
"We’re No Angels" is
based
The play runs
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the Yinal Word]
through Dee. 17. Times are
Friday
and
Saturday
nights at 8:30 and Sunday
matinees at 2:00. Tickets
are $6.50 nights and $5.00
matinees. The theater is located at Azule Mall on Saratoga-Sunnyvale
Road.
Call 866-8119 for more information. CH
* * *
More Christmas! San
Jose Opera Theater will be
performing
the
great
Christmas opera, "Amahl
and the Night Visitors"
Dec. 17 and 18. The opera,
which is in English, is the
most performed opera in
America. It tells the tale of
a young crippled boy who
has some important guests

111MLWEINIII

San Jose State’s Music
Department will be very
busy this month. Some of
the highlights are: The
rock/jazz musical "Aesop’s Fables" performed
Dec. 8, 9, and 10 at the Studio Theater, Hugh Gillis
Hall;
The
San
Jose
Christmas Parade, featuring our very own

Band) will be the Robert
Cray Band.Shows are at 8
and 11 p.m., and tickets are
$10.00 and $11.00.DR
* * *
Open your eyes to the
thrills that are available to
you, and see the Lords of
the New Church December
16 at Wolfgang’s. Led by
ex-Dead Boys singer Stiv
Bator( s , The Lords put on
a loose, raunchy show,
sneering and pointing at
the crowd one moment,
and falling down in laughter the next. The Lords’
targets are apathy and ignorance, but they rarely
trip the light didactic. Not
really punk, and definitely
not synth-pop, their songs
bring to mind the late ’60s
punk -garage sound, a time
when it wasn’t a prerequisite to play guitar for five
years before joining a
band. So. . for a politically slanted thrashdance,
see The Lords. Showtime is
9 p.m., and tickets are $7.00
and $8.00.DR

Yis

111

Carmaig de Forest at the Works

MOVIES

Stiv Bator of the Lords of the New Church
visit his house, the three
wise men on their way to
meet the baby Jesus.
Tickets are $A and $10
and are selling fast. For
tickets or more information, call 288-88112.CH
* * *
The Northside Theatre
Company is presenting
"The Diary of Anne
Frank" Dec. 8-10 at the
Olinder Theatre in San
Jose. This young people’s
theater company brings
first-rate entertainment to
San Jose at a reasonable
price. Tickets are $3 for
adults, and tl for children.
There will be a reception
Dec. 10 at 7:30. Admission
is $5 per person, and wine
and a buffet will be
served. CH
* * *
The One Act Theatre
Company in San Francisco
is presenting a world premiere of "The Dead End
Kid," a new musical comedy by Michael Lynch and
Steve Sigel. The play is
about a lovable eccentric
who lives in a world of his
own with his fantasy companions, the Bowery Boys.
The play runs Dec. 9
through Jan 14. Times are
Wed. -Sat. at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 3 and 7:30. Tickets are $11-$10.CH

marching band on Dec. 10;
The Symphonic Band Concert Dec. 11; a performance by the Choraliers at
the Sainte Claire Hilton
Ballroom Dec. 14; an evening of big band music
Dec. 15. All performances,
unless stated elsewhere,
are at the Concert Hall in
the Music Building on 7th
Street.CH
* * *
If you like to sing the
Messiah but your voice is a
registered lethal weapon,
you can sing it at home.
Channel 9, KQED, will be
broadcasting the "Sing-ItYourself Messiah," of the
San Francisco Conservatory, Dec. 24 in stereo simulcast at 9 p.m.CH
* * *
And in this corner,
weighing in at 250 pounds.
out of Ashbury Park, New
Jersey, the one, the only.
the Big Man, the heavyweight saxophone contender, yes, it’s Clarence
Clemons, here to reap that
righteous
riff! Tonight
Clemons and his Red Bank
Rockers play two shows at
Wolfagang’s in San Francisco. Joining the legendary Clemons (one tends to
take on legend status when
one plays with Bruce
Springsteen’s E Street

Before Judy Garland,
Bert Lahr, and Ray Bolger
followed the yellow brick
road, the adventures of Dorothy, the Cowardly Lion,
the Tin Man and the
Scarecrow were immortalized on film. ’rhe Bear Republic Theater will present
the orginal silent film version of the "Wizard of 01"
on Sunday, Dec. 11, and
Monday. Dec. 12, at 8 p.m.
at the Santa Cruz Art Center, 1001 Center Street in
Santa Cruz.
The film was made in
1925 and is, of course, silent. It will be accompanied by Walt Disney’s
"Puss ’N Roots," one of the
studio’s finest silent animations. Both films will
feature the live organ ac-

companiement of Phil Collins of the New Music
Works.
Tickets are $3. For further information, call 4251703.CH

MEM=
The Oakland Ballet
will be one of several dance
groups around the Bay to
perform
"The
Nutcracker." The Oakland
performance
is
Ballet’s
traditional and stunning. It
sticks to the Russian flavor
and grand style of the original fairytale. This is one

South Day Dance Coalition

holiday tradition no one
should do without. Shows
are Dec. 16-26. Tickets are
$6-$14.CH
* * *
Works/San Jose presents "An Evening of Madness" Saturday, with a vamusic,
live
riety
of
performance art, three
masters of ceremonies and
other surprises. The evening’s main event is Carmaig de Forest, bringing
his electroshock ukulele
and comic invective to San
Jose for the first time. The
show will be held at 8:48
"sharp." Tickets are $.3.75
advance, $5 at the door.
call 295-8378 for more information.CH
* * *
San Jose City College will
present 35 "avant-garde"
dancers in a collection of
concerts Jan. 14 and 15 at
the San Jose City College
Theater, 2100 Moorpark
Ave. The South Bay Dance
Alliance, a newly formed
coalition of dance companies, featuring the talents
of Bobbie Wynn and Dance
Company of San Jose.
Dance
Works,
Janlyn
Dance Company, and three
other companies will perform.
Curtain time will be 8
p.m. on Friday and Saturday evenings and 2 p.m. on
Sunday. General admission is $6.50 with Seniors
and Students discounted to
$5. Tickets can be purchased in advance from
the Office of Community
Services, room 201 at SJ
City College.
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Coming attractions at SJSU
Award -winners
coming to SJSU

William Wycherly’s "The Country Wife," an English
comedy of manners set in 17th century London, follows,
playing March 9-17.
The annual colorful spring dance concert plays from
March 30 through April 7 featuring works of professional
faculty and student choreographers.
The season finale is the lavish musical "Man of LaMancha," directed by theater-arts professor Kenneth R. Dorst.
"Man of LaMancha" portrays Don Quixote’s heroic
quest for "The Impossible Dream."
Jenkins said the department has hired professional
union actor Paul Myrvold, an SJSU theatre-arts graduate to
play Quixote, whom he played ten years ago as a student.
"Man of La Mancha" won the New York Drama Critics
Circle award and Five Tony awards including best musical
play of the 1965-66 season.

By Warren Bates
After an exciting fall season in the SJSU theater-arts
department, the department has made plans for what
should prove to be another first-rate season of varied entertainment for the spring of 1984.
This semester, the department brought SJSU such classics as Bram Stoker’s "Dracula," Joseph Heller’s war satire "Catch-22," the bittersweet love story "Loose Ends" and
the haunting fantasy production "Ondine," which brought
the talents of the costume department into extravagant
view.
Next semester begins with Edward Albee’s famous ’60s
production, "Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf" playing Feb
10-18.
This story of a drunken evening in the home of a professor in a small college received the New York Drama Critics
Circle and Tony Awards as the best play of the 1962-63 seaThe program board has some exciting films planned for
son.
Wednesday Cinema, featuring big stars, big
The play will be directed by SJSU thetre-arts director of next semester’s
a few surprises.
productions Robert Jenkins, who described the play as "in- directors, and
One of the surprises is that the price will be raised to $2
tensely passionate" and will contain "a few surprises."

Big suprises for
Wed. Cinema
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per person, but the films are still a bargain.
Craig Carter, film chairman of the program board,
plans "Risky Business" for his premier film, Feb. 1. The
film was a comedy surprise last summer, starring heartthrob, Torn Cruise.
Other summer smashes scheduled are "Trading
Places," starring Eddie Murphy and Dan Aykroyd, and
"Flashdance," starring Jennifer Beals.
More recent hits to be shown are: "Zelig," Woody Allen’s brilliant new film, "The Dead Zone," "The Big Chill,"
which is predicted to be a big Oscar winner, "Never Say
Never Again," Sean Connery’s return to James Bond, and
"Merry Christmas Mr. Lawrence," starring David Bowie.
Other films scheduled are Martin Scorcese’s film "King
of Comedy," starring Jerry Lewis and Robert DeNiro. The
film met with violent critical disagreement. Also shown will
be "A Clockwork Orange," a frightening commentary on
the future and the present, and the hilarious comedy -horror
film, "An American Werewolf in London."
"Cafe Flesh," described by Carter as "not a typical
porn-film," and "Baby, It’s You," by independent
filmmaker John Sayles, round out the film list.
Carter also says to watch for a James Bond film festival, featuring your favorite Bond and mine, Sean Connery
(not the other guy).
It all sounds like it will make for a very busy Wednesday
night.
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ci

Guaranteed Service & Installation
Guaranteed Prices
FINANCING AVAILABLE

17995

Phone Answering
Machine
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SANYO RDW22
Dual Cassette Deck

2

IPH011E111RTE
,111,11-T

441, Clarion
100 E0B4
Equalizer
Booster

DI uncoeox

ssorn Hill

Our Sunnyvale
Store
VVV
j
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Beata

THE END

RESULT
Nautilus
equipment
Hydrotherapy
whirlpools
Soothing saunas
Giant
aerobics floor
Separate and
coed workout

Individual
programs

a

Personal
attention
Diet counseling
30,000
sq. ft. facility
60 ft. lap pool
Racquetball

SJSU student Brian Val
beat a 45-ininute term p:

OPEN
24 HOURS

. Prof disc

CAGED SUNDAYS

NAUTILUS

SUPER SPAS

SUNNYVALE-SARATOGA & FREMONT 737-8600
SOUTH OF TULLY) WHITE & NOR WOOD 270-2639
(NEXT TO ZODY’S) HIU.SDALE & LEIGH 723-2639
NEAR ZODY’S) CAPITOL & MCKEE 923-2639
(TEMP FAC ) MOUNTAIN VIEW-964-1050
A

OVER THE PHONE DISCOUNTS

MasterCard

VISA

0

By Jeff Barbosa
An SJSU political science in
weeks in Israel last year, said t
polarized society."
Associate Professor Ellen B
day, during a political science for
in Israel, that the critics of tilt
government view Israel’s role i
offensive war. The left-wing cc
Party and the United Worker’s pi
ment is using military power to a(
she said.
After years of dominance by
islative affairs. Boneparth said,
control in 1977. Among the ream
tion with Labor caused in part b3.
during the Yom Kippur war in 19
balance of trade. Another reason
"Labor had a lot against it in
wase
a "charismatic"
Begin
r
p s
tough guy who is humble, sincen
ing up to the Arab nations, she s
were re-elected, Boneparth said,
Camp David peace treaty signed
Anwar Sadat.
"The right-wing is today hold
ity," she said.

SJSU g

By Jeff Barbosa
Not many Americans hay
Republic of Palau, but a grads
Science Department believes t
cific is important to the Unite

